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Resilience

If you look up “resilience” in the thesaurus you will find an entry something like
this: “Resilience – flexible, strong, study, durable, hardy, quick to recover, irrepressible,
145th Airlift Wing.”
I added that last entry to illustrate the remarkable attitude displayed by the members
of the North Carolina Air National Guard’s
145th Airlift Wing who were again taking
part in fire fighting missions, six short weeks
after a Modular Airborne Fire Fighting System
(MAFFS) equipped C-130 crash killed four of
the unit’s members while fighting a fire in
southwestern South Dakota.
The unit, based in Charlotte NC, deployed
13 August to Sacramento, California, to support wildfire fighting efforts there.

Two A/TA members, Lt. Col. Mikeal and
Maj. McCormick, were among those killed
in a 1 July crash of a Modular Airborne Fire
Fighting System (MAFFS) equipped C-130
while fighting a fire in southwestern South
Dakota. (U.S. Air Force Photo).
Lt. Col. Paul K. Mikeal, 42, of Mooresville, N.C.; Maj. Joseph M. McCormick, 36,
of Belmont, N.C.; Maj. Ryan S. David, 35, of
Boone, N.C.; and Senior Master Sgt. Robert S.
Cannon, 50, of Charlotte, died in the crash.
Two others were injured in the crash.
“Our folks from Charlotte are ready to
rejoin our MAFFS brothers and sisters,” said
Col. Roger Williams, 145th Airlift Wing Operations Group commander. “We all feel it’s
extremely important for our people to get
back to this critical mission, and we will
carry the memory of MAFFS 7 in our hearts
as the wild land fire fighting continues.”
“We’re trained professionals, we do what
we do, we’re trained to focus to do the task at
hand. However, those memories will always
be with us of the friends we lost. It’s more of a
drive to continue the mission in their honor,”
said MAFFS pilot Lt. Col. Kevin Harkey.
Sadly, two of those killed in the crash, Lt.
Col. Mikeal and Maj. McCormick, were fellow A/TA members, and our Association will
be poorer for their loss. America is poorer
for the loss of all those who died, quite literally in service to their country. Our heart
felt condolences and prayers go out to the
families of the fallen and injured. Our admiration goes out to the men and women of
the 145th Airlift Wing for quickly, bravely,
stepping back into the (fire)fight.
Collin Bakse, editor
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Chairman’s

COMMENTS
Our 44th Annual Convention in Anaheim, California, is fast
approaching. The term, “Convention” is just a shorthand term we
use for convenience. Actually, a great deal of thought goes into
each year’s theme – as well as the correct name for our annual
event.
Early in the calendar year, the A/TA Board and the AMC leadership work together to select a theme that captures the entirety of
the air mobility mission, and is also most inclusive of all the men
and women who carry out this critically-important calling every
day around the world.
Our process for arriving at the theme is generally unremarkGen Walter Kross
able – no different than you would expect: our two staffs build a
USAF, Ret
prioritized short list and present it to the AMC Commander for
his final selection.
When General Johns saw this year’s theme nominations (including several of my own
pearls, I dare say, born through hours of staring out my
man-cave’s window), he was, well, how can I put it? Under“Much has
whelmed. After musing over the idea of an annual theme
for merely three seconds, he said, “You know, someone, changed this year –
somewhere needs something. And we bring it to them.”
as you will see.”
That’s it! What’s not to like? Our theme in a nutshell – and
in the Commander’s own words, no less.
Of course, the staff’s work is never done. So the staff “sharpened” it into this year’s final
theme: “Someone, Somewhere Needs Something: Mobility Airmen Answer The Call.” And
there you have it. Well done, General Johns and AMC Staff.
But this year, our work was only beginning. Much has changed this year – as you will
see. To best capture these changes, we had to refine – once again – the actual name of the
Anaheim Event.
In our 45 year history (no convention one year), we have altered our annual convention
name more times than anyone can remember – even our Historian would have to research
it (yes, this is a naked challenge to the Old Heads…Wait…I’m an Old Head!).
I call your attention to this year’s Theme Logo under the President’s Comments on page 3,
or better yet, at www.atalink.org – it’s all there. Besides the Annual Theme, there is a fist full
of micro-print that explains everything if you study it long enough. Hats off once again to
our award-winning A/TQ Editor and annual creator of our Convention Logo, Collin Bakse.
First in sequence is the 44th Annual Airlift /Tanker Association Convention (no name
change there really). The real change comes next. Second in sequence: AMC and A/TA Air
Mobility Symposium and Technology Exposition.
In the past, the A/TA Convention and the co-sponsored Air Mobility Symposium could
have been described as a two-piece golf ball (I truly believe that all things can be described
in golf terms). The outer core being the Convention, the inner core being the co-sponsored
Symposium. The two events occurred simultaneously. This year, that’s no longer accurate.
This year, the two events are sequenced for the first time in our history. The Convention
(including our Annual Business Meeting) occurs first – 31 October and 1 November. Then
comes the main event: the newly-named Air Mobility Symposium and Technology Exposition 1-4 November.
This sequencing has been done to more fully develop the co-sponsored core event (the
Symposium and Technology Exposition – and to more aptly describe its true character of
the very robust Air Mobility Symposium. And adding and highlighting the premier character of the Technology Exposition correctly showcasing this important part of our “annual convening,” which has been supported for many years by our Industry Partners and
the dozens of DoD organizations that populate the halls of the Technology Exposition. In
fact, from a professional education viewpoint, the Technology Exposition contributes materially to the desired learning outcomes of those attending the Air Mobility Symposium
– our attending members and other uniformed attendees.
So, while both our Annual Theme and Event Logo defy being turned into yet another hat pin (unless nanotechnology is directly applied), both more precisely capture this
year’s goings on in Anaheim. See you there.
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Secretary’s Notes

President’s

MESSAGE
Summer has arrived and as usual the weather is hot and so is our
planning for the A/TA 44th Annual Convention and Symposium at
the Anaheim Marriott Hotel and Convention Center in Anaheim,
California, 1-4 November 2012.
Bob Dawson is certainly “hot” into planning the Industry Partners
show and is doing an awesome job working with our Industry Partners to ensure a smooth process for those displaying and a productive
show for each. A/TA appreciates all that Bob does, and we certainly
appreciate our Industry Partners and their continued support.
Miles Wiley is an amazing person when it comes to multi-tasking.
He is in overdrive working all facets of the Convention, and Miles
CMSgt Mike Reynolds has great support from Jeff Bigelow who puts the schedule of events
USAF, Ret
together for the Convention. I don’t know how Miles manages everything his is doing, but I am glad he does!!
And of course Bud and Pam Traynor; what a dynamic duo! They pull all the parts together
and make it happen, but they will be the first to tell you, they have a great group of volunteers
that truly do make it happen. A/TA sincerely appre“One of the highlights for the ciates all of our volunteers, and we look forward to
seeing you each year at the Convention!!!
44th Annual
Lastly, the AMC Staff really supports the A/TA
Convention and Symposium Staff and makes life much easier. Thanks for your
Service and for your dedication to A/TA!
will be the induction of
As with all of the A/TA Conventions we have a
SSgt Pitsenbarger into the
grand opportunity to honor today’s force through
our awards program. The award winners represent
A/TA Hall of Fame.”
the very best our country has to offer and what
a privilege and pleasure it is to see each walk across the stage to receive a well deserved
recognition.
One of the highlights for the 44th Annual Convention and Symposium will be the induction of SSgt Pitsenbarger into the A/TA Hall of Fame. As we all know, Pitts, as he is commonly
referred to, gave his life for our country and his actions resulted in him being a Medal of
Honor Recipient. What a great American and war hero who lived the theme, “service before
self” in his every action. SSgt Pitsenberger was an Air Force Para-rescue Jumper.
The theme for our 44th Annual gathering is: “Someone, Somewhere, Needs Something – Mobility Airman Answering The Call.” Our active, guard and reserve airman certainly understand the meaning of this theme. You are on the front line answering the calls whether in the
US or overseas and you never let us down. Thanks for your service and dedication.
The 44th Annual Convention and Symposium is going to be an event you will not want to
miss!!! Registration is open, so go to the web site and get registered, and I highly recommend
registering early: http://www.atalink.us/Convention/Information.aspx. We are looking forward to seeing you in Anaheim, California.
In closing, please don’t forget the great men and women that make up the air mobility force,
who are deployed. Let’s keep them in our thoughts and prayers daily.
God Bless
Mike

Four important subjects to round out
this year –
First, Airlift/Tanker Association shirts
and other clothing items are now available
to you 24/7, 365 through National Bank
Products. Our web master has made it easy
for you to order
the shirts (see ad
on page 17):
• Type in www.
atalink.org to
reach the A/TA
web site.
• Click on “About
Us” on the web
site. Under the
“Bylaws” you will
see the URL “AirCol. Dan Penny
lift/Tanker logo
USAF, Ret
merchandise.” Click on the URL.
• Read the instructions and copy down the
user name and password.
• Click on the URL to log in.
• Type in your user name (ATAmem) and
password (Airlift). The user name and password are case sensitive and must be entered
exactly as shown but without the parenthesis.
• Next screen comes up with A/TA official logo on it. Just under our logo, click on
“stock orders” which will give you a drop
down menu and pictures of the merchandise will magically appear in the left center
of screen.
• Please note the long-sleeve and shortsleeve color options on the instructions
page. Click on the color swatch to change
the picture for a better view of the color.
Once you know the color you want, return to the A/TA official logo page follow
prompts to order.
The site has basic merchandise, but if you
want something and you don’t see it, use the
“Search” box, or go back to the main “National Bank Product (NBP)” screen, click on
“Contact Us” for phone numbers, etc. Select
which logo you want…you have a choice
of two. Cost of item applies to items small
through XL. For double XL and above, there
is a $4 fee the larger sizes. Tax and shipping
fees are added when your order is shipped.
If you order a wind shirt, I recommend you
order one size larger.
• Tax and shipping will be added when order is shipped and your credit card charged
• Put your E-mail address in box labeled
“Special Instructions”
• When you’re finished looking or you have
completed your order, simply “log off.”
The Association does NOT make a profit
from any of the merchandise sold. Since this
is the first year the A/TA has offered this
service, I would appreciate your feedback at
Continues. See “Secretary’s Notes” page 4 >>>
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Association

ROUND-UP
Red River Chapter
MSgt Matt Thompson, 97th Training Squadron, reports that on a trip sponsored by the
Red River chapter of the Airlift/Tanker Association and the Altus Military Affairs Committee,
members of the 97th Air Mobility Wing from Altus Air Force Base were given the opportunity
to tour the Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center in Oklahoma City.
Tucked away in a corner of Will Rodgers Airport, the center is one of the Department of
Transportation’s largest facilities outside Washington D.C., and is home to various branches
of the Federal Aviation Administration and the Air Force Flight Standards Agency. Club members and 97th AMW
personnel,
whose
professions included
aircrew, aerial port,
aircrew flight equipment, avionics technicians, civil engineers, and air traffic
controllers, were excited to learn more
about their civilian
partners in the aviation community.
The tour featured
the Transportation
Safety Institute’s
Accident Investigation Bone-yard,
A/TA Red River Chapter members and 97th Air Mobility Wing
Flight Inspection
personnel pose in front of a Douglas DC-3 during a tour of the Mike
Services Flight InMonroney Aeronautical Center in Oklahoma City. The DC-3 is one
spection Operation
of the original flight inspection aircraft. (Photo Courtesy Red River
Group, and the Civil
Chapter).
Aerospace Medical
Institute. The trip offered each attendee the opportunity to network, while learning how
the FAA and AFFSA support worldwide air mobility.
Some highlights of the tour included: a demonstration of the civilian physiological trainers, a tour of the aircraft assigned to the Flight Inspection Service, and a briefing about the
crash test research facility that tested the C-17A Loadmaster Chair. After the tour, the group
headed to the Chickasaw Bricktown Ballpark for an evening of fellowship and Oklahoma City
Redhawks baseball.

Tony Jannus Chapter
Mark your calendars now. The Tony Jannus Chapter has announced that it will host an Air
Force Ball again this year. The ball is open to anyone who wishes to attend.
The theme of this year’s Air Force Ball is “Generations,” and celebrates the three generations of the US Air Force in the Tampa Bay area. From World War II to the Cold War and
Vietnam to the Present, the Air Force has played an integral part in the growth of the Tampa
Bay area.
All proceeds of the event go to Operation MacDill, a program at Monroe Middle School
that addresses the academic and social needs of students, many who are transitioning to the
Tampa Bay area as children of military parents.
The Air Force Ball will be held at the Tampa Convention Center on 29 September 2012 and
will consist of a cocktail hour, dinner, an address from the keynote speaker, General Norton
Schwartz, US Air Force Chief of Staff, and live music.

Send Association and Chapter related articles to atq@atalink.org
4
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Secretary’s Notes (continued from page 3)
secretary@atalink.org.
Second, the 2012 A/TA Annual Conference
introduces Smartphone technology. This
technology will deliver the most up to date
conference information, schedules, and social media access to all attendees. Managed
and built by Infinity International: Online
Solutions (www.infinity-international.com),
this App is designed for the iPhone, Android,
and BlackBerry and accompanied with a
dedicated Mobile Website for all others. Focused on enhancing the overall experience,
this App will make attending the conference
more convenient and engaging while supporting a global green initiative.
Third, we are in the PCS cycle. If you are
not sure of your membership expiration
date, check the address label of your Airlift/Tanker Quarterly. You can also go to
the website (www.atalink.org), click on the
login tab and view your status, as well as the
contact information we have for you. If you
have changes, please update your information. Keeping us up to date will ensure you
continue to receive the award-winning Airlift/Tanker Quarterly.
And fourth, the web site is open for registration at www.atalink.org. For optimum
service, please register as soon as you are authorized. You can always call Bud and Pam
(703-385-2802) to add a guest or golf.
Remember, serving you is our top priority!
Dan
When did you last update your
membership info? It’s Easy!
Simply go to www.atalink.org –
Click “Membership” and scroll down to
near the bottom of the page –
Click the link
“update your contact information” –
Log-in using your first name,
last name and SSN final 4 –
Update your info!
That’s It!
Why is this important?
Because when you use
On-Line Registration
(the preferred method) for the
2011 A/TAConvention & Symposium,
having your membership info up to date
will get you through the process without
a hassle! And, it’s just as important for
those of you who wish to register
the old-fashioned way using the form on
page 28, because rates are impacted by
your membership status.
•••
UPDATE YOUR
MEMBERSHIP INFO TODAY!
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Cover

STORY

EXTREMELY
SPECIAL
DELIVERY!

Airdrop Innovations
Are Saving Lives
and Money
in Afghanistan
Compiled by Collin Bakse, editor
This article was dervied from material by Staff Sgt.
Kirsten Wicker, U.S. Air Forces Central Public Affairs; Master Sgt. Scott T. Sturkol, Air Mobility Command Public Affairs; 1st Lt. Laura Balch, Nellis Public Affairs; Airman 1st Class Charles V. Rivezzo, 7th
Bomb Wing Public Affairs; and, Alexandra Foran,
NSRDEC Public Affairs; and others.

A fter navigating a great distance through a deep

gorge in a mountainous Afghan river valley in support
of an operation aimed squarely at the Taliban, a small
unit of coalition ground forces had exhausted their
food and water and their situation was quickly going
from bad to worse. Aerial resupply seemed the unit’s
only option but the rugged mountain sides rising up
from the valley created a narrow ‘V’ and supplying
the ground forces with food and water meant flying a
C-130 through this narrow path. Plus, the amount of
relief supplies needed meant that the weight of the load
that had to be dropped would be too heavy for a C-130
to split the ‘V’ and climb out. So the relief mission
crew decided to halve the load and make two flights.
The complicated, hazardous mission would last more
than eight hours, and when it was over the crew had
delivered 16 bundles of life-saving supplies to a postage
stamp sized drop zone using JPADS, the Joint Precision
Airdrop System…
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drop. A low-cost, low-altitude airdrop is accomplished by dropping
Not surprisingly, methods for delivering supplies to troops in the
bundles weighing 80 to 500 pounds, with pre-packed expendable
field have improved dramatically since the early airdrops of World
parachutes, in groups of up to four bundles per pass. LCLA drops
War II were conducted by pushing small crates with parachutes out
meet the needs of a smaller subset of the units and are a significant
of the aircraft’s side cargo doors with fingers crossed.
The latest improvements in airdrop are innovations made to
step forward in air mobility’s ability to sustain those engaged in
counterinsurgency operations throughout Afghanistan.
meet the challenges faced by coalition forces in Afghanistan, a remote, mountainous country
Afghanistan Airdrops Surpass
that has inadequate or nonRecord Levels in 2011
existent roadways, treacherIn 2011, mobility Airmen
ous terrain features and is rife
with insurgent activity and
delivering airdrops reached
other threats. In many cases
a new annual record with
airdrop is the only way to get
75,956,235 pounds of cargo
the troops the supplies they
delivered. That’s nearly 16 milneed quickly. The aircraft
lion more pounds delivered
used for airdrops in Afghanithan the previous record set in
stan include the C-130H, the
2010 of 60,400,000.
Need some help visualizing
C-130J and the C-17.
“These multifaceted plat75.9 million pounds? Well, it’s
forms allow the Air Force to
like watching 553 Army M1
deliver combat capability to
Abrams tanks, or better yet,
the warfighter in some very
11,868 Chevrolet Silverado
unique ways,” said Col. James
trucks – suspended from paraRay, AFCENT Air Mobility Dichutes and floating down from
JPADS provide precision airdrops to battlefield. Staff Sgt. Derek Howard, an the sky to a landing zone!
vision Chief and C-17 pilot.
A single C-17 can carry up 816th Expeditionary Airlift Squadron evaluator loadmaster, watches cargo
The record number, as reto 18 pallets of critical war- bundles fall over a dropzone in Afghanistan in 2007. (U.S. Air Force photo/ corded by Air Forces Central’s
time material, land, off-load Capt. Teresa Sullivan)
Combined Air Operations
Center at a non-disclosed base in Southwest Asia, is also larger than
and within hours be carrying more than 150 passengers or en-route
to an austere drop zone with the ability to drop up to 40 Container
the total number of pounds delivered in Afghanistan by airdrop
Delivery System (CDS) bundles. A C-130H can carry six pallets and
from 2006 to 2009 – 60,525,969 pounds.
drop up to 16 bundles of cargo, while the newer C-130J can carry
On average mobility Airmen airdropped 6,329,686 pounds of
eight pallets and drop up to 24 bundles of cargo.
cargo each month in 2011. Mobility Airmen completing the air“These bundles typically
drops flew C-130 Hercules and
impact within 150 yards of
C-17 Globemaster III aircraft
the desired point of impact,”
from various deployed bases.
Ray said. “The 40 bundles ofThey also completed the airten deliver more than 60,000
drops in various forms - from
pounds of necessary sustainthe the use of the traditional
ment supplies and are vital in
Container Delivery System,
sustaining the remote locaor CDS, bundles to JPADS and
tions within Afghanistan.”
LCLA drops.
The planes and the AirIn November 2011, one U.S.
men who fly them come from
Army Captain discussed the
a wide array of Air National
importance of airdrops and
Guard, Air Force Reserve, and
how good they are getting afactive duty bases – Total Force
ter receiving a JPADS airdrop at
in action.
Combat Outpost Herrera.
Among the latest airdrop in“I was real skeptical (of
novations are the Joint PreciJPADS) at first,” Army Capt.
sion Airdrop System (JPADS),
Brandon Kimbrel, COP Herthe Improved Container Derera commander, was quoted
Joint team restores precision airdrop capability in 2010. The guided paylivery System (CDS) and the
in a 27 November 2011 report
load 2,200 pound weight class of the Joint Precision Airdrop System in
most recent development, the
by Staff Sgt. David Salanitri
flight during its first combat airdrop. A joint Air Force, Army and contract
C-130 “low-cost low-altitude”
and Senior Airman Patrick
team had recently corrected an accuracy issue with this variant of JPADS.
(LCLA) combat airdrop to reMcKenna of U.S. Air Forces
(U.S. Air Force Courtesy photo).
supply soldiers at forward opCentral Public Affairs in
erating bases.
Southwest Asia. “After the drop, I was real impressed. We didn’t
JPADS uses GPS, steerable parachutes and an onboard computer
see or hear the ‘bird’ at all. All of a sudden, we looked up and saw
to steer loads to a designated point on a drop zone. It integrates
parachutes above us.”
the Army’s Precision and Extended Glide Airdrop System and the
In the same AFCENT Public Affairs report, Army Staff Sgt. Denton
Air Force’s Precision Airdrop System program. ICDS allows for imPoe, 1st platoon sergeant at COP Herrera, said airdrops are vital.
proved precision by factoring in the altitude, wind speed, wind
“We’re surrounded by mountains – the snow sets in. The helidirection, terrain and other circumstances that might affect the
copter passes are impassible by helicopter and the roads could be
Opposite: A C-130 Hercules drops supplies to International Security Assistance Forces assigned to Forward Operating Base Sweeney, Zabul
Province, Afghanistan, 7 February 2011. Winds during the drop gusted up to 20mph. (U.S. Air Force photo/Staff Sgt. Brian Ferguson).
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clogged up,” Poe said in the report. “Utilizing airdrops with the GPSguided parachutes allows us that avenue to use in case we can’t get
resupplied by helicopters or vehicles by the road, which is a typical
case come winter here.”
Perfecting the use of airdrops for combat resupply as well as for
humanitarian purposes continues to grow in the Air Force. In July
2011, Air Mobility Command led an international communication
effort by holding the first International Airdrop Symposium at Joint
Base Lewis-McChord, Wash.
According to Maj. Patrick Linson, symposium chairperson from
St. Joseph, Mo., where he serves as a combat tactics
instructor in the Advanced Airlift Tactics Training
Center, or AATTC, the symposium was important “to
build international partnerships in the airdrop and
airlift communities.”
The goal of the organizers, Linson said, was to
have participating international partners share
their ideas and techniques. For the Air Force, the
lessons learned from Afghanistan airdrops were
particularly important.
“Sharing these techniques was naturally beneficial
to all involved,” Linson added.
Numbers aside, the most important factor behind
the high number of airdrops may be the possible
lives saved by keeping convoys off the road in the
remote, land-locked areas of Afghanistan and the future potential for Air Force airdrop operations.

aimed squarely at the Taliban and exhausted their food and water.
While navigating through a deep gorge in a mountainous river
valley, their situation was quickly deteriorating – the supporters
needed support – so they called on Airmen from the 455th Air
Expeditionary Wing.
“A major part of the wing’s mission is to supply the fight,” said
Col. Jack Briggs II, then commander of the 455th AEW. “And the
wing’s airlift squadron, the 774th Expeditionary Airlift Squadron,
performed that mission in an outstanding manner by flying a C-130
(Hercules) aircraft into a hostile environment to supply ground forces that were essentially trapped in a river valley.”
Rugged mountain sides rising up from the valley
created a narrow ‘V’ and supplying the ground forces
with food and water meant flying a C-130 through
this narrow path.
Hostile forces positioned in the rocks taking aim at
the aircraft made the path even more dangerous.
“After we received this mission and started planning for it, we knew it would be a special flight,”
said Maj. Eric Dolan, the mission navigator. “We did
a pre-mission analysis to see if we split that ‘V’ and
dropped in the valley – would we then have enough
power to climb out.”
Joining Major Dolan on this emergency airlift mission to resupply the depleted ground unit: the pilot,
Capt. P.J. LaBarbera; the co-pilot, Capt. Lance Hollaway; the Joint Precision Airdrop System operator, 1st
Lt A.J. Standeford; the engineer, Senior Master Sgt.
How the OEF Airdrop Capability Grew
Cyrus Snider; and two loadmasters, Tech. Sgt. Matt
Throughout more than 10+ years of Operation JPADS continues ‘revolution in Ericson and Staff Sgt. Brad Emmett.
Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, hundreds of mil- air drop technology.’ The above
The entire crew, from the Air National Guard’s
lions of pounds of cargo has been airdropped. In fact graphic illustration shows how 182nd Airlift Wing in Peoria, Illinois, knew that
according to statistics from Air Forces Central, well a C-130 Hercules can airdrop though they trained as realistically as possible in
in excess of 200 million pounds of supplies have supplies to multiple locations Illinois, this mission confirmed that some circumusing the Joint Precision Air stances and surroundings just can’t be simulated.
been delivered by airdrop.
In delivering those supplies, the U.S. Army, Air Drop System. The system uses
“The mountains in Illinois aren’t as high and
Mobility Command, AFCENT and Mobility Air Forc- global positioning system- treacherous as they are here,” Sergeant Emmett
es from around the globe worked together to build guidance along with steerable joked.
more and more efficient airdrop platforms. One that parachutes to deliver air drop
Complicating the already hazardous airlift mission
has received a lot of attention lately is the Joint Preci- bundles into multiple landing was the weight of the load that had to be dropped – too
zones. (U.S. Air Force graphic)
sion Airdrop System, or JPADS.
heavy for the C-130 to split the ‘V’ and climb out. So
JPADS is a high-altitude, all-weather capable, global positioning
the crew decided to halve the load and make two flights. This meant
flying the mission to drop one load on target and returning to Bagram
system-guided, precision airdrop system that provides increased conAirfield to reload and fly through the mountains a second time.
trol upon release from the aircraft. Traditional airdrops by Air Force
“The entire mission probably lasted more than eight hours,” Maairlifters, such as the C-130 Hercules and C-17 Globemaster III, are
performed at altitudes between 400 and 1,000 feet. With JPADS, those
jor Dolan said. “It was sort of complicated. We had to fly between
same airlift aircraft have the potential to guide air drop bundles from
the rocks, find the drop zone, deliver the load and turn around and
as high as 25,000 feet, to multiple landing zones if necessary.
do it again.”
Early on in precision airdrops, AMC was part of an effort to take
Bad weather made the flights even more difficult.
the idea of something like JPADS and make it a reality. In November
“I couldn’t actually see the mountains or the drop zone,” Captain
2005, AMC instituted a JPADS “Tiger Team” that included represenLaBarbera said. “We were completely IMC – instrument meteorologitation from dozens of agencies at command headquarters, including
cal conditions – the whole time. And on top of that, we had a malthe Combat Operations Division, Plans and Programs, and the Air
functioning anti-icing system which meant ice was building heavy
Mobility Warfare Center (now U.S. Air Force Expeditionary Center)
on the left wing.”
at Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst, N.J.
Safety of flight was obviously important, but successful completion of the mission meant delivering the goods on target.
By the end of August 2006, the combined team – which also included personnel from the Air Mobility Battlelab and the Air Force
“The drop zones we’re trained to hit are fairly large,” Sergeant SnidWeapons School – was successful. Their work paid off when, on 31
er said. “But this mission didn’t have a standard-sized drop zone.”
In aircrew-talk, “not standard-sized” means small, like hitting a
August 2006 the first combat airdrop using JPADS took place over
postage stamp from thousands of feet up.
Afghanistan.
By 2010 dramatic JPADS airdrop missions had become an imporThe coalition ground force was growing desperate and, by the time
tant part of air mobility’s life-saving airdrop efforts. Missions like the
the C-130 lifted into sky, gave word that recovering just a fraction of
one briefly outlined on page 6 at the beginning of this story, a mission that
the load might save them. The 774th EAS responded by hitting the
deserves a more thorough telling –
postage stamp of a drop zone with every load, and the ground force
In Afghanistan, in early June of 2010, a small unit of coalition
recovered them all, 16 in total.
ground forces traveled a great distance to support an operation
Sergeant Snider credits Lieutenant Standeford’s use of JPADS for
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helping the crew hit the drop zone.
“JPADS is like a smart bomb for beans and bullets,” Sergeant Snider said.
Both flights of the mission were conducted with ‘bingo’ fuel,
meaning as little fuel as possible, to avoid any extra weight, he said.
“When you’re flying low and slow, flaps down and no maneuvering, you don’t want to be too heavy in case you have to climb out,”
he said.
If enemy fire started coming in, Sergeant Snider said they had a
plan for it.
“It’s called, ‘hope they don’t hit us,’” Sergeant Snider said.
The synergy created by providing highly
motivated air mobility personnel with a
proven aircraft platform and a innovative
airdrop methodolgy meant the difference
between life and death for the coalition unit.
Airdrop saved lives on the mission.

would be hazardous for the jumpers to bring in on their person.
“For every mission, we employ our team and reach our destination
as quickly as possible, make our assessment and get to work on the
patient,” continued the PJ. “If we find that we need follow-on equipment, JPADS allows us to have the equipment dropped with precision, meaning it will land next to us and not next to the enemy.”
CROs and PJs are trained to search for and to rescue isolated personnel in all environments. Whether they must SCUBA dive along
the ocean floor, freefall out of a C-130 or climb up a rugged mountainside, CROs and PJs will go to great lengths to fulfill their motto:
that others may live. But even though these
highly-trained Airmen have skill sets that rival any other special operations personnel,
they must have the necessary tools to get the
job done.
“Whether we jump in tow with a guided
equipment bundle, remotely control a resupply bundle from the ground as the bundle falls from an aircraft, or simply airdrop
a sustainment package to a downed Airman
while awaiting recovery, this JPADS capability will revolutionize our ability to conduct
Personnel Recovery anytime, anywhere,”
concluded Cabrera.

Innovating an Innovation –
JPADS and Air Rescue
“We’re currently in the initial phase of
building a true precision airdrop capability
for Air Force rescue,” said Maj. Jose Cabrera,
58 RQS director of operations, Nellis AFB,
Nevada, this past March. “JPADS will give us
Beyond JPADS
In addition to JPADS, there is also the Imthe ability to conduct accurate airdrops from
proved Container Delivery System that alvery high altitudes and with significant dislows for improved precision by factoring in
tance from the desired point of impact. This
the altitude, wind speed, wind direction,
not only keeps the aircraft outside of small
terrain and other circumstances that might
arms threats, but it also reduces the risk for
affect an air drop.
the rescue team and isolated personnel.”
The GPS technology included in JPADS alFor example, a C-17 Globemaster III can
U.S. Air Force pararescuemen from the 58th
lows rescue personnel to program a bundle
carry up to 40 CDS bundles for a combat airRescue Squadron at Nellis Air Force Base, Nev.,
prior to releasing it from the aircraft, which
drop mission. Each of those bundles are built
use the Joint Precision Airdrop System to direct
means the bundle will be “self-steered” to its
by U.S. Army parachute riggers who jointly
a payload to the ground on 15 February 2012, in
destination in the same way a bomb would
work with the Air Force airlift community
Eloy, Ariz. Pararescuemen conduct JPADS traintravel to its designated target. Alternatively,
to have them delivered to ground troops
ing to better their understanding and skills rerescue personnel who jump behind the
in remote regions of Afghanistan. Mobility
garding this newly-harnessed rescue capability.
package, or who are already on the ground,
aircraft that have supported the airdrop ef(U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Chriscan steer the bundle via a remote control.
fort include C-130Hs and C-130Js as well as
tine Griffiths).
“This system is brilliant,” says Senior AirC-17s. These aircraft are assigned to expeman Dalton Harper, 58 RQS aircrew flight equipment journeyman.
ditionary airlift squadrons throughout the U.S. Central Command
“When JPADS is set in autonomous mode, it can judge wind direcarea of responsibility to include bases in Southwest Asia as well as at
tion, wind speed, altitude and its exact location as it’s descending,
Bagram and Kandahar Airfields in Afghanistan.
which allows it to take the best path to its designated insertion point.
In 2009, Dyess AFB, Texas, became the hub for testing and trainWhen JPADS is in manual mode, a CRO or PJ jumping behind the
ing for another innovation in airdrop methodology – Low-Cost,
package can control it using hand-held buttons and a computer
Low-Altitude (LCLA) airdrops.
“We took it upon ourselves to offer our facilities and local training
screen that’s strapped to his chest.
“If a CRO or PJ is already on the ground, he can control a JPADS
lines to test this new capability, in turn, Dyess became the test-bed
for LCLA,” said Capt. Thomas Sanders, 317th Operations Support
package as it descends,” added Harper. “This additional capability
Squadron.
is important because it allows the operator to change the package’s
After a few months of testing and training, the 317 AG proved
destination location, should the original location become too danLCLA was possible and soon after popularized it in theater; becomgerous at the last minute. Without JPADS, it would be up to the naviing the first airlift group to utilize this new capability.
gator in the plane to judge the path of a package and there would be
no chance of redirecting the package in mid-descent. Being able to
In theater, LCLA has brought provision to many troops operating
control a package is pretty amazing.”
at remote forward operating bases, dropping small packages of food,
Having this JPADS capability to conduct accurate airdrops is eswater, ammunition, medical supplies and much more.
pecially important because it saves time. With JPADS, equipment
“Prior to LCLA, due to budget restrictions, airdrops were not made
bundles will land exactly where the CROs and PJs need them to go,
unless the delivery would exceed 500-pounds,” said Tech. Sgt. Ryan
which means the rescue team members can reacquire their equipCrumrine, 317 OSS. “Now, we can meet the needs of smaller units by
ment on the ground and reach their final objective faster.
dropping them supplies when they are needed, rather than waiting
“JPADS is like having an electronic tandem-master parachutist in
until their order meets the required weight amount.”
your team,” said one of the 58 RQS PJs. “It removes human error and
An LCLA airdrop is accomplished by dropping bundles weighing
vulnerability and enables us to resupply operators with anywhere
80 to 500 pounds, with pre-packed expendable parachutes, in groups
between 200 and 10,000 pounds of mission-essential gear that
of up to four bundles per pass.
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port Squadron commander. “Often times, ensuring ground forces
In addition to more efficiently providing supplies to troops on the
have the right supplies exactly when and where they need it can be
ground, this airdrop method has saved the Air Force millions of doljust as important as putting a bomb on target.”
lars. The drops are termed “low-cost” to reflect the relative expense
Air Mobility Command units were tasked to start JPADS trainof the expendable parachutes compared to their previous more duing in the Continental U.S. at higher altitudes to replicate combat
rable, but pricier nylon counterparts.
airdrops in Afghanistan. These precision airdrop capabilities were
“The Air Force was losing money every time we airdropped
shown to component commanders during the conference.
supplies,” Sanders said. “A lot of times the troops on the ground
Due to the amount of airspace needed to conduct high-altitude
couldn’t get the expensive parachutes back to us. With LCLA, we
JPADS training, only a few select locations can facilitate this airdon’t worry as much about retrieving the parachutes due to their
drop method, making the 317th AG the premier unit to conduct
extremely low cost.”
this training. Last month, the 317th AG was the first unit to drop
Furthermore, the impact LCLA has had on the airdrop commuJPADS above 10,000 feet on a routine training mission.
nity goes far beyond what can be measured in dollar signs.
“The fact that we can drop an LCLA
“The higher you go the more airspace
bundle and still continue the rest of our
you need, that’s why dropping from
day means we don’t have to generate
altitude on routine training lines is a
a second airplane to make those troop
genuine challenge here in the CONUS,”
runs,” Sanders said. “Therefore, we’re
Gjone said. “It’s for that exact reason the
saving aircraft, fuel, time and most
317th Airlift Group was chosen to showimportantly you’re saving lives. We’re
case this airdrop capability.”
now able to keep troops off the road
“Dropping from this altitude presents
that might normally convoy because we
the aircrew with a myriad of additional
didn’t have an airplane that could get
challenges; especially the planning conthem their supplies that day.
siderations to mitigate collateral damage
“The impact that LCLA gives us is close
concerns here in the CONUS should a
to immeasurable,” he added. “The innobundle go haywire,” Gjone added. “It’s
vation that it has enabled the Air Force to
essential to train the way we fight.”
have is absolutely revolutionary.”
Most precision airdrops performed in
Additionally, the low-altitude delivery
combat are performed at high altitudes,
proves itself more accurate than tradimeaning crews wear supplemental oxytional, higher-altitude airdrop methods General William M. Fraser III, commander of U.S. Trans- gen masks and helmets, as well as deal
and cuts down on “stray bundles” that portation Command, and Army Staff Sgt. Cabe Scotland, with the physiological effects of flying
294th Quartermaster Company, National Guard, inspect unpressurized at those heights.
can land away from the drop zone.
“Warfighters often operate in austere the JPADS’s Automatic Guidance Unit, which ensures a
“It all comes down to helping out the
areas, and the drop zone the cargo needs precise drop location, during a training exercise Tues- guys on the ground,” Gjone said. “When
to land in may be very small,” Sanders day, 24 April 2012, at the Antelope Drop Zone at Fort we’re downrange there are no second
said. “Being able to drop these bundles Hood, Texas. The joint exercise was conducted by the chances - we need to get it right the first
from low altitudes significantly increas- Air Force’s 317th Airlift Group, responsible for flying the time. One way we can increase the reliC-130s, and the National Guard’s 294th Quartermaster ability of JPADS is by making sure our
es the accuracy of our drops.”
While the vast majority of airdrops Company, responsible for packing, rigging and loading operators are proficient.”
are still conducted via Container Deliv- the bundles onto the aircraft. (Photo by Daniel Cernero,
Furthermore, the relationship between
ery System, LCLA has contributed to an Courtesy Fort Hood Sentinel).
Dyess AFB and Fort Hood has added to
exponential growth in airdrop capability.
the evolution of airdrop capabilities as well as a better understanding
“The growth we have seen in airdrop capability…is remarkable,”
of each other’s needs.
commented Sanders. “I believe the airdrop community has truly
“The best part about this precision airdrop capability demonstralived up to our motto of ‘providing unrivaled sustainment support
tion was the opportunity to work with many players from the joint
to the warfighter...anything, anywhere, anytime.’”
team that made it all happen,” he said. “Since (Headquarters) AMC
tactics and staff called us in March, we’ve worked closely with them
Demonstrating Percision – Improving Training
to make this mission happen. The Army National Guard, Air MoOn 24 April 2012, the 317th Airlift Group successfully completbility liaisons and hosts at Fort Hood were an integral part of this
ed a precision airdrop capability demonstration to a distinguished
demonstration.
panel of visitors at Fort Hood, Texas, during the U.S. Transporta“Most of our efforts in air mobility, including precision airdrops,
tion Command Component Commander’s Conference being held at
are in direct support of ground units,” Gjone said. “Having the opporDyess Air Force Base, Texas.
tunities to work together in training increases teamwork and mutual
The mission objective was to display combat aerial resupply by way
confidence between the Army, Air Force and all members of the joint
of Joint Precision Airdrop System to several of the nation’s joint leaders.
team. Dyess C-130s couldn’t conduct JPADS training without the sup“This event showcased the level of precision that aerial delivery
port of Fort Hood. By working together, we can all feel confident that
has achieved through the joint efforts of the Army and Air Force,”
when ground forces make the call, air mobility will deliver.”
said Maj. Justin Brumley, 317th Airlift Group. “This display highlighted the capability of delivering combat supplies or humanitarian
Army Forsees Continuing Need for Airdrop in Afghanistan
On 28 February 2012, Colonel Mike Peterman, commander of the
aid from high altitude with precise results.”
For many years, the Air Force has relied on precision weapons
101st Sustainment Brigade, 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) and
various staff members, who recently returned from Afghanistan, visitto achieve decisive effects while minimizing collateral damage.
ed the Natick Soldier Research, Development and Engineering Center,
Through precision airdrops, air mobility now has more options to
Natick, Massachusetts, to discuss airdrop capabilities with employees.
achieve those same effects through airborne resupply.
“The capabilities of precision airdrops are an integral part of the
Colonel Peterman and Chief Warrant Officer 3 Joshua Hughes
logistics chain,” said Lt. Col. Kenneth Gjone, 317th Operations Supbriefed and discussed their combined 78 months of operations
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experience in Afghanistan, emphasizing the importance of airdropand made secure.
ping supplies to the troops in isolated areas and harsh environments.
The bottom line is that airdrop is a necessary capability used in
Weather and terrain in Afghanistan pose many problems for
theater in Afghanistan and will continue to be a technology relied
upon by the Army. While forces are being reduced, airdrop’s vital
ground troops, who often travel on one-lane dirt roads with a cliff’s
edge on one side and a mountain on the other. Snowfall varies based
mission remains the same.
on altitude, but often amounts to between 2-8 inches or more. Wadies
“More Soldiers are being kept off the road and out of harm’s way
are scattered throughout the landscape, and these long stretches of
every time we do one of these airdrops,” Hughes said. “Every time we
dried-up river beds become sinkholes and are tough to identify and
do an airdrop with a C-17, we are keeping two trucks, two trailers, Solavoid. On top of these complications, add frequent, tremendous seadiers, not to mention their convoy escorts and everyone else that goes
sonal dust storms, and this is only a snapshot of what a Soldier in
with them, off the road. These are lives being saved by us doing airdrop.”
Afghanistan has to adapt to while performing logistical operations.
Airdrop capability is necessary for this environment, and it allows
Airdrop Could Play Key Role In Eventual Afghanistan Transition
for rapid resupply in contingency
Throughout the first three months
situations. Soldiers are responsible to
of 2012, mobility Airmen airdropped
secure the area, acquire all dropped
more than 12.9 million pounds of
supplies, gather rigging materials
cargo for troops on the ground in
and parachutes, and bring supplies
Afghanistan. In the future, the Air
back to their Forward Operating Base,
Force expects airdrops to continue
properly disposing of certain materias troops move out of Afghanistan in
als, as needed.
coming years.
The mountain passes that PeterIn March, Marine Corps Gen. John
man noted specifically include: the
R. Allen, International Security Assistance Force commander in AfghaniTera Pass, about 12,000 feet above sea
level; the Khost-Gardez Pass, 10,500
stan, said in a Department of Defense
report “the starting point of analysis”
feet ASL; and the Salang Tunnel,
for the U.S.-coalition fighting force in
which is roughly 12,200 feet ASL at
Afghanistan in 2013 will be the withthe bottom and opens at 13,000 feet
drawal of 23,000 surge troops after
ASL at the top. Airdrop is necessary especially when tunnels in the area are
the 2012 fighting season.
Allen said after those 23,000
not driveable during the winter.
“The Salang Tunnel is a series of
surge forces move out of the countunnels that the Russians built in Paratroopers from 2nd Platoon, Comanche Company, Task try, a sizable presence will remain,
the 1970s, and it will fill in the day Force Blue Geronimo, recover supplies from a 28 February 2012 to include 68,000 U.S. forces, and
with water and then freeze during airdrop mission near Combat Outpost Chergotah, Afghanistan. up to 40,000 ISAF forces. So what
the night,” Peterman said. “What (U.S. Army Photo:Spc. EricJames Estrada, 4th Brigade Combat does this mean? Planners at Air
complicates it for us is that we have Team, 25th Infantry Division Public Affairs).
Forces Central’s Air Mobility Divi13 brigade combat team equivalents
sion in Southwest Asia say the Air
that are fighting here. In this battle space all-year long, there are
Force expects airdrop planning will likely be a part of that analysis since it has become one of the leading means of resupply for
eight FOBs that you cannot get to by helicopter or (airland, fixed
wing). When the weather is bad in Afghanistan, upwards of 33 FOBs
the troops there.
you cannot get anybody in there (via ground transportation).”
Col. James Ray, chief of the Air Mobility Division at the Combined
Airdrop use has continually improved in order to fit the needs
Air Operations Center in Southwest Asia which manages airdrop
required in theater. Hughes spoke of his second tour, from 2007 to
missions, said they will fully support an Afghanistan transition.
2009, and stated that in 2007 Joint Precision Airdrop, or JPAD, sys“Simply put, we will follow General Allen’s plan – fully supporting
the ISAF commander’s mission objectives to the fullest extent postems went through some proof of principles drops in theater.
“…airdrop…in Afghanistan this is something we absolutely need,”
sible,” Ray said.
Hughes said. “There were some initial problems with these (JPAD)
Also in March, Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said, in DoD
systems. Systems were going several kilometers off course, and peonews, that as a “security transition” continues through 2012, and
ple were not receiving the fuel and ammunition that they needed. In
as International Security Assistance Force troops first step back
fact, enemy combatants would sometimes receive the supplies U.S.
from a combat role and largely drawdown from Afghanistan in
Soldiers were supposed to receive.”
2014, planning what happens up to and after that milestone is
increasingly important.
Many of these systems did not have terrain-avoidance capability,
but now JPADS has incorporated this capability, one-time-use, low“In the discussions I just completed with President Karzai and...
cost canopies, and Modified Airborne Guidance Units. As a result,
other leaders, we really did focus on strategy for the future” and
supplies are landing closer to their designated points-of-impact more
what needs to happen up to the end of 2014 and beyond, the secreconsistently; generally, the bundles land within 100 meters of the PI,
tary said in the report.
and sometimes within 10-15 meters. Looking toward the future, inWhile strategy is continuously forming for a transition, mobility
expensive parachutes are ideal, because, frequently, JPADS currently
Airmen and the rest of the coalition team will continue to resupply
cost more than the supplies being sent.
troops as they have for more than a decade.
“We need to focus on low-cost, one-time-use everything,” Hughes
“We expect the airdrop demand to decrease as the number of
said. “Everything we use, everything we do needs to be a one-timeboots on the ground is reduced,” Ray said. “However, that will not
use drop, and that’s hard to get.”
change our mission priority. The needs of our joint and coalition
With the drawdown in Afghanistan, airdrop should be reduced
partners on the ground will be met.”
slightly, but a challenge still lies ahead. New FOBs will be open in
It is clear that the airdrop capabilities of America’s air mobility
areas where there are no roads and no landing strips. Hughes noted
forces continue to improve, continue to get more cost-effective and ,
that there are areas in Afghanistan that still need to be ventured into
most importantly, continue to save lives.
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Register Early
and Save!
Submit Your Registration
by 10 October and

Save $110.00!

(Compared to On-Site Registration)

Registration Form on Page 28.
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Convention Information Contacts:
Hotel Room Reservations & Info: Miles Wiley: (703) 409-7102 | Rooms@atalink.org
Please use this info only if you DO NOT have an assigned POC. Contact your assigned POC first!
Info needed to secure a room: Your Name; Number of Rooms Requested;
Arrival Date/Time; Departure Date/Time; Phone Number; and E-Mail Address.
Air Mobility Technology Exposition (exhibits): Bob Dawson: (828) 455-7426 | Exhibits@atalink.org
Convention Information & Registration: Bud & Pam Traynor: (703) 385-2802 | ata@atalink.org
A/TQ Articles / Stories / Ad Specs: Collin Bakse: (618) 235-5070 | ATQ@atalink.org
A/TQ Advertising: Doug Lynch: (321) 415-2191 | Advertising@atalink.org
Seminars: Jeffrey Bigelow: (757) 764 -3586 | Seminars@atalink.org
Golf Tournament: Bill Kelly (562) 243-9590 | Golf@atalink.org
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New for 2012:
H Convention Name Change H
The name of the A/TA annual gathering has been changed to better reflect the dovetailing of two distinct events the Airlift/Tanker Association Annual Convention and the AMC and A/TA Air Mobility Symposium & Technology Exposition.
Overall there are NO real changes in the activities except the movement of the Annual Business Meeting to Thursday afternoon (currently
planned for 15:30). You don’t need to arrive any earlier this year than previous years, unless you so desire.
The Golf Tournament, a traditional activity with the A/TA Convention, is still on Thursday morning as in the past.

H Free Exhibitor Registration Certificate(s) with Industry Exhibitor Booth Purchase H
(See atalink.org for latest information – Refresh your browser cache to see the latest changes!)

H Earlier Start for Some on Thursday Afternoon H
H Free Smartphone App for viewing latest Event Schedule & Information H
(A link will be provided at atalink.org for the App as soon as it becomes available)

HOTEL AND GENERAL INFORMATION
2012 Room Reservations:
A/TA does not limit convention participation, nor is there any
shortage of rooms, despite any appearance of a local “quota” (although half may not be in the main hotel). If you have funding, you
may attend and we will take care of you. Please visit the Association
website (www.atalink.org) and open our Rooms ROE pdf document
for detailed procedures. If you have any questions, please email OUR
ROOMS POC at atarooms@cox.net.
Each installation and Exhibiting company should have a room POC
that units and individuals should contact for rooms assistance. If you
do not have a room reservation POC, contact atarooms@cox.net.
DO NOT negotiate individual or independent group contracts with
hotels. Independent contracts create a personal liability for YOU, the
signer; and the A/TA will have no ability to help YOU out of that liability! You may forfeit A/TA transportation help as well.
You may be contacted by a third party offering a reduced room rate
for this year’s event. These groups have NO standing with A/TA or
any of the hotels. We STRONGLY recommend you do not use these
third parties to secure room reservations.
Note: The Airlift/Tanker Association must reserve the right to
move attendees between contracted hotels at the discretion of the
rooms management team.
2012 Room Reservation Cancellation Policy:
All room reservations must be accompanied by a first-night room
guarantee. The hotel will not hold any reservations unless secured by
a credit card. One-for-one room swaps may be made to avoid hotel
cancellation charges.
Reservations are automatically guaranteed by charging a one-room
plus tax deposit. For refunds, room reservations must be cancelled 10
days before the reservation’s arrival date.
2012 Symposium Schedule/Agenda:
Visit the website to view last year’s or the most current draft schedule
for this year. You can also see a generic overview, the 2012 block diagram and the 2012 Exhibit Hall hours. To propose topics, or for any other schedule question contact the Symposium Chairman, Jeff Bigelow.
Important Infomation About “Guests”:
Bring a social guest/spouse and pay the member rate. See “Frequent Answers” bullet in the instructions. If you have already
registered, just call us with your additions: (703) 385-2802.
Bringing a spouse for the whole time and only registering him/
her for the Banquet is ill advised. Shopping can cost more than
full registration.
Remember, all including guests, must pay for any event no
matter how “short” the intended visit. (This includes guests ac-

companying you to the hospitality suites.) There are no “free” or
“reduced-rate” options for children of any age.
Arrival Recommendations:
Please schedule all transportation, especially mil air, to arrive as
early in the day as possible to allow you to pick up your registration
materials. As all registration volunteers attend the opening reception
(so far at 1900), you may be turned away if you have not completed
your registration prior to 1845.
It is recommended that, if possible, you hit the Convention registration desk even prior to checking in to your hotel room. It will be a
lot easier on you! Have your photo ID ready.
Venerable Members (70+):
For our Venerable Members who have reached age 70 and have
been members of the Association for 20 years, the Association sets
aside a limited number of hotel rooms at a reduced rate. Please e-mail
atarooms@cox.net to reserve your room. Since it is a limited number
of rooms, it will be on a first come, first served basis.
Dietary Restrictions:
Dietary requests such as vegan or gluten-free can usually be accommodated by the hotel – at the banquet only. At the banquet itself, ask
your server for the appropriate meal. Please allow us to give the hotel
a “heads up” by advising us at: diet@atalink.org. Banquet Seating Instructions follow in the detailed registration instructions below. See
Banquet Seating instructions.
2012 Security:
Please expect security to be strident on every leg of your trip including convention registration. Plan to arrive early and pick up your
registration materials before you even check into your hotel, if possible. Registration will open Wednesday afternoon to accommodate
the more lengthy registration procedures anticipated again this year.
Help keep us safe!
2012 Golf Tournament:
The 2012 A/TA Golf Tournament will take place on Thursday
morning, 1 November at Coyote Hills Golf Course (coyotehillsgc.
com). Register for golf online when you register for the convention
(or use the form on page 28). The tournament will be a shotgun start
scheduled at 0800 based on a select-shot format. Sign-in at the course
will begin at 0700. The cost of the tournament is $145 which includes
continental breakfast, lunch and prizes. Course location, foursome
and hole assignments will be posted at the A/TA registration desk
Wednesday afternoon. Expect it to fill up early again this year.
continues >>>
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Golf Tournament Corporate Sponsorships
Corporate sponsors are sought to support the golf tournament with
either give-away logo items for the ditty bags, one for each golfer, or
team (four items), individual prizes, or cash donations to purchase
prizes. Please email the Golf volunteers at golf@atalink.org to
coordinate your support.
2012 CRUD Tournament:
There is a link on the Association’s website convention information
page to a pdf file of the 2012 A/TA CRUD Tournament rules.
Survival Information:
• Call us anytime to add a guest or golf, or if you must cancel: (703)
385-2802; but, cancel BEFORE convention starts or cry your eyes
out to no avail.
• Government folks -- Please believe us on this: RE-ACTIVATE YOUR
GTC/CSA CARD by calling the 800 number on the back! ( Otherwise, you may be doing everything twice!) After only a few days
of non-use, hundreds of Government cards get turned off for no
apparent reason.
• Then read all the instructions below, especially the cancellation
instructions.
• Go to www.atalink.org and use the link at the bottom of the instructions to take you to the Registration Form (secure preferred
registration method) or use form on page 28 if necessary.
• Please pay dues at the same time using a separate card.
• Recommend you not use a government card to pay for dues,
golf or guest registration.
• When you submit payment during on-line registration you will get
an automatically-emailed receipt. Print it immediately: we can’t
produce another like it later.
• Log in at www.atalink.org anytime to view your membership and
registration status, or to print a substitute online receipt.
• Dresscode is determined by AMC/CC for AMC personnel. There
is link on the Association website to the appropriate information.
Rates:
A/TA Member-Discount Rates: (EVERYONE is eligible!)
• $330 by 10 Oct , 2400 EST
• $380 by 25 Oct , 1700 EST
• $440 Onsite
Government Member Rates
(on funded orders, choosing no-banquet):
• $265 by 10 Oct , 2400 EST
• $315 by 25 Oct , 1700 EST
• $375 Onsite
Government Non-Member Rates
(for those choosing not to become a member):
• $410 by 10 Oct , 2400 EST
• $460 by 25 Oct , 1700 EST
• $520 Onsite
(for those wishing to neither become a member nor attend the banquet)
• $345 by 10 Oct , 2400 EST
• $395 by 25 Oct , 1700 EST
• $455 Onsite
Non-member Non-Government Rate
(all non-government attendees choosing not to become an A/TA member)
• $595
Day-of, Invited-Speaker Rate
• $100 Fri or Sat program only, invited-speaker rate
		 (Does not include any evening activities)
Frequent Answers:
• No partials other than for Guests of full registrants and in some cases,
invited speakers. Invited speakers and their immediate traveling staff
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may receive a discounted rate ($100) for the day of their presentation and sign up only for that day. This does not include any evening
events. (Otherwise, only social guests may sign up for a single event.)
Full registration includes all events (except golf, $145, and your
hotel, of course). Government attendees on orders may opt out of
the banquet.
The Member Rate is a member benefit. To register at the member
rate, your membership must be current through at least November.
The membership fee is non-refundable – even if you subsequently
don’t attend FOR ANY REASON.
You can pay membership fees with registration: $40 1Yr; $110 3Yr;
$500 Life
We take VISA, MC, Discover or Amex only with SSN and email address, card number, exp date, CVV and “signature.” We currently
cannot handle purchase orders or bank transfers for memberships
or registrations.
Use one form for you the registrant and your non-member, social guest. Guests of members register at member registration rate
(without a separate membership fee). If you have more than one
guest, please call us (703-385-2802) with the additional names.
Guest-Banquet-only pre-registrations are permitted. You can use a
second card for your personal portion.
Spouses who are A/TA members should complete a separate form
Members may receive the $330 early rate only if a completed form
and full payment are postmarked or received by 10 Oct . After 10
Oct , the higher pre-convention rates will prevail -- no exceptions.
Incomplete forms OR payment will NOT qualify for early rate. Payment must accompany form, regardless of method of payment. On
error, please call us. Do not send duplicate or “updated” forms. Call
(703-385-2802 or email us at ata@atalink.org).
No web input or mail can be received after 1700 EST 25 Oct (office
unmanned ). You may register at the A/TA registration desk upon
arrival at the on-site rate.
Warning! You can’t pay now and send names later.

Rules of Engagement

Every year, we have soulful requests for exceptions to our rules on
refunds, including membership refunds. Sorry, but we don’t grant
them. Ever.
We know that the instructions for the registration form have become quite lengthy. But this is to allow the maximum flexibility for
the registrant. Without the complexity, cancellation and refund opportunities would be impossible. There are limits to the flexibility
however. When Bud and Pam move to the convention site (after 25
Oct ), so moves the entire A/TA “headquarters office.” The A/TA office
phone, (703) 385-2802 will be forwarded to Bud’s cell phone.
Cancellation:
Cancellation Fees: $20 through 10 Oct; $30 through 25 Oct ; $40
thereafter. This includes changing charges from one card to another.
Refunds may be made based on your cancellation confirmation number, obtained after personal cancellation with Bud or Pam Traynor,
prior to 1800 PST on Thurs, 1 Nov, at (703) 385-2802 (please no
relayed requests or requests through other workers). Card refunds
should be automatic back to your card within a day of your request;
check payment will be refunded individually by check to each individual. Refund requests without a cancellation number will not be
honored; so when you talk to Bud or Pam, be SURE to get one! We
intend to process all refunds before year end. You do not need to give
a reason for your cancellation: however, no duty or family emergency
releases you from your responsibility to cancel or from the cancellation fee. And again: Membership dues are not refundable.
Relaying your cancellation through an intermediary is too risky. If
they forget to contact Bud or Pam, or they try to pass through yet another person – say a registration worker, or a board member – who doesn’t

follow through – the registrant is still responsible for full payment. The
fees charged don’t cover minimum expenses for A/TA and there just
isn’t extra money to cover someone’s error or lack of responsibility – no
matter how important the TDY or dire the family emergency. A/TA has
less capability to be generous than the hotel and you know THEY charge
for a no-show, regardless of the excuse. Make the effort personally; it’s
the only way to be sure you won’t be stuck with the bill.
Membership:
Membership must be current through November to register at the
member rate. The membership fee is non-refundable. No exceptions.
You can check your membership dues status on-line at www.atalink.
org. PLEASE, if you wish to register at the member rate and need to
pay dues, please, please do it as you register on the registration form
– even if you are paying for registration with a government/company
card as you can use two different cards on the form. No need to first
become a member separately (it doubles our processing workload).
Registration:
The only option is FULL registration (to include Government onorders without banquet). No line-item registrations are available except
for guests, invited speakers and their indentured traveling staff. You
may register as a non-member or with a member discount. Further, if
you choose to register as a non-member, and you are a Government
employee or in the military, you receive a discounted non-member
rate. If you choose to register as a non-member and are not Government or military, you must pay the full non-government non-military
non-member rate ($595). Guests register at the registrant’s rate. If you
have a correction, just call (703-385-2802) or email ata@atalink.org.
Payment must always accompany the form, regardless of method
of payment or form. Registration forms with checks MUST be mailed
together. Marrying them up later is too time consuming and error
generating. When you register online you will be emailed a receipt to
the address you gave. This receipt cannot be re-created so print and
save it for your voucher. If you do not immediately receive an email
receipt, presume you gave us a bad email address. Login again and
check your email address. Everyone with a valid email address will
be sent an email confirmation when the registration is processed.
A backup online receipt can then be obtained after logging in with
your name and last-4.
Early registration ($330/265/410) is an incentive to register early for
administrative processing reasons – not just for early payment of the
money. This means, for example, if you do not have the name of a
registrant, you cannot just pay by the deadline and get an early rate.
Similarly, if you want to register someone after the early registration
deadline, you must pay the higher rate for the new person as appropriate. The canceled person will be reimbursed at the rate paid (less
cancellation fee and dues, if applicable).
To register at the member rate, membership must be current
through November. The membership fee is non-refundable. Members
may receive the early rate only if this completed form and full payment are postmarked or received by 10 Oct. Incomplete forms or incomplete payment do not qualify for early rate. Use one form for a
registrant and non-member social guest; your guest registers at the
member rate. Spouses, who are A/TA members, should complete a
separate form.
We can take VISA/MC/Amex/Discover. You must include your
SSN-last-4, email address, card number, exp date, CVV and “signature.” Full registration includes all events except golf.
Postmark a mailed registration NLT 18 Oct to ensure it arrives before the office moves to the hotel. After that, plan on web NLT 1700
EST, 25 Oct, or registering at the hotel on-site at the higher on-site
rates ($440/375/520).
No Substitutions There can be no registration substitutions. Individuals may be canceled; and new individuals may register. Specifically,
no one may capture someone else’s early rate after the early deadline.

We cannot “bank” funds. This restriction applies to checks as well. Remember a new registration must have all information supplied on a new
form. Dues are neither transferable nor refundable to a person cancelling. (For more information see cancellation instructions on-line).
GPC Cards: (formerly known as IMPAC)
A/TA can take any Visa, MasterCard. Amex or Discover card. If
use of your Government Purchase Card is approved, it may only be
used individually online. All tracking must be managed at the local
level. We treat all registrations as individual registrations. We would
prefer that all registration information, including dues payments
if applicable, be received at the same time via the web registration
(www.atalink.org). Every person who is submitted must be a current
member through November to get the $80 member discount. Some
organizations have given individuals paper copies (with a separate
credit card for dues and/or guest registration) to the card manager
who then keys in both the the Group card number for registration
and the individual’s personal card info for any personal items (dues,
guests, etc.). You can Download a PDF version for this use, but may
only submit the registration online. While you may, it is not necessary to do membership first; please do both at the same time. Log in
anytime to view membership and registration status.
Speakers:
Invited speakers and their immediate traveling staff may receive a
discounted rate ($100) for the day of their presentation and sign up
only for that day. This is meant to accommodate zip-in-zip-out speakers and any immediate travelling staff and does not include any evening events. We recommend, however, that all avail themselves of full
registration opportunities. Please also see the DV recommendations.
Technology Exposition:
Exhibitors:
In A/TA, exhibitors are attendees as well as exhibitors, and as such,
pay the nominal registration fee. There are no reduced rate or partial
registrations, however, there are limited free full-registration certificates based on exhibit size. Please see details in the Exhibitor Package and the Exhibitor page on the Association website for exhibiting
information.
Mandatory Exhibitor Hours:
The following outlines times when booths must be manned by exhibitors). These Mandatory Hours are subject to change with the final
program schedule. We plan to expand the Exposition hours - based
on the final program schedule. We will provide this information as
soon as it becomes available.
PLEASE CONTACT BOB DAWSON FOR LATEST INFORMATION
Cell 828-455-7426 or exhibits@atalink.org.
Thursday, 1 November
		 (exhibits must be ready for visitors by 12:00 Noon)
• Exposition Hours 2:00 to 5:00 PM
• Evening Reception in exhibit hall – 7:00 to 9:30 PM
Friday, 2 November
• Mid-Day Reception in exhibit hall – 11:00 AM to 12:30 PM
• General Officers Tour Exhibits – 1:00 to 3:30 PM
		 (exhibit hall closed to other attendees)
• Evening Reception in exhibit hall – 7:00 to 9:30 PM
Saturday, 3 November
• Mid-Day Reception in exhibit hall – 11:00 AM to 12:30 PM
• Extended Exhibit Hours (exhibit hall open to all attendees – TBD
• Exhibit Tear-Down begins when the exhibit hall officially closes
– announced over PA system)
• Friday and Saturday, early morning Exposition is OPEN for coffee/rolls. However, exhibitors may choose to man their booths if
they wish to do so, but it is optional (not mandatory).
continues >>>
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A/TA HOTEL ROOM PROCEDURE FOR 2012
The Association will continue to manage the room process and
will rely on your support to ensure that it is successful again. You will
find different subsections of these ROE for each potential group or
person needing a room this year.
The contractual room rates for 2012 are –
Corporate Rate for Single and Double Occupancy:
$190 (Not subject to change)
Government Per Diem for a Single Occupancy:
$125 (Rate subject to change on Oct 1; military attendees will pay
the new rate)
Government Double Rate:
$190 (Not subject to change)
Room rates are subject to applicable state and local taxes and daily
resort fee in effect at the time of check-in.
The Anaheim Marriott will host all the exhibits and the Anaheim
Hilton will host all the seminars and other events. Neither hotel is
large enough to provide rooms for all attendees. We have contracts
with several additional hotels. A/TA assigns specific hotel or hotels to
each room POC. The POC decides who is in which hotel.
For Retirees:
For the retirees who believe they are entitled to a government rate,
the Association uses two principles when negotiating with the hotels
for rooms: First, hotels want to limit the mixture of the government
rate rooms to conference rate rooms to approximately a 50/50 ratio.
This means that the Association must fill both room rates to honor the
contracts. Second, the Association can only contract for what we estimate to be the number of active-duty rooms needed. Over-estimating
incurs penalties. Retirees will pay the corporate rate for a hotel room.
If you are not an employee of one of the exhibitors, a government
contractor, or a venerable member, please e-mail atarooms@cox.net to
reserve your room.
For Venerable Members:
The Association continues to put aside a limited number of rooms,
at a reduced rate, in the main hotel. To be eligible for these rooms,
you must have reached age 70 and have been a member of the Association for more than 20 years. Please e-mail atarooms@cox.net to
reserve your room. Since it is a limited number of rooms, it will be on
a first-come, first-served basis.
For Government Contractors:
For Government Contractors who believe they are entitled to a
government rate, the Association believes that government contractors are not eligible for the government rate. The GSA who sets travel
rules says that it is up to the hotel to decide if a contractor can have
the government rate. All the rooms in the Anaheim Marriott and Hilton Hotels are under contract to the Association. For the Association
to meet its contractual obligations, government contractors will pay
the corporate rate. If you must have a government rate room, it will
have to be at an overflow hotel.
Not Associated with a Base or an Exhibitor:
If you are not associated with a base or an exhibitor, the Association has set aside a limited number of government and exhibitor rate
rooms in the main hotel and overflow hotels for you. The rooms in
the main hotel will be a first come, first serve basis. For the military,
due to contractual requirements, those individuals requesting cor-

porate rate rooms will have a higher priority over government rate
rooms. Please e-mail atarooms@cox.net to reserve your room.
Pro Bono Booths:
Military Pro Bono Booth attendees will not be worked separately.
You must work with your base POC to secure rooms.
Key Dates for this year:
• 3 August 2012 – base and exhibitor room POCs will need to update contact information with Miles Wiley at ATARooms@cox.net.
As in the past, A/TA will work all room requirements with POCs.
For pro bono booth attendees, please work with the base room
POC to secure hotel rooms.
• 24 August 2012 – base and exhibitor room POCs will need to confirm their hotel room requirements. A/TA recognizes it is early to
know exactly how many hotel rooms a base or exhibitor will need.
Once confirmed, the room POC will be responsible for filling those
rooms. If unable to do so, the room POC will have to pay the cancellation fee for the room which is one night’s room rate per room. This
requires room POCs to closely coordinate room requirements with
the appropriate individuals on the base or in the company.
• 21 September 2012 – base and exhibitors must submit rooming list
to the different hotels by this date. Depending on which hotels your
rooms are in, the POC will either use a web based program called
Passkey to submit the lists or an excel spread sheet as done previously.
Detailed instructions will be sent to the hotel room POC. The different hotels will not hold any reservations unless secured by a credit
card. All room reservations are accompanied by a first-night guarantee. (Military room POCs can make a limited number of one-for-one
hotel room swaps to avoid cancellations.
Remember, room reservation cancellation and convention registration cancellation are TWO separate and independent actions –
YOU MUST MAKE BOTH CANCELLATIONS.
For attendees arriving via commercial airlines, none of the contracted
hotels for this year’s convention provide free transportation between the
local airports and the hotels. Please check http://atalink.org/Forms/airport_transportation_Anaheim.htm for local transportation suggestions.
Banquet Seating:
A/TA popularity continues to grow along with those who want to
attend the event’s premier agenda item, the Saturday night banquet.
For A/TA Anaheim, we will continue to rely on our proven use of
chapter/unit/group/exhibitor points of contact (POC) to manage the
banquet reservation process. We started taking seating block/individual banquet reservation requests 30 July. The Banquet Seating Request Form (http://atalink.org/Forms/SeatingRequest.xls) should be
used by all.
Award Winners will be seated as a group with only one spouse/
guest. Additional special guests and family may be seated at tables
nearby. Each Award Winner should first put their request in the remarks portion of their registration form, and then check with the
Banquet Seating team to ensure their request is understood.
Exhibitors please review Exhibitor Package and the VIP seating
request form.
Remember the priority: First register and then additionally confirm your reservation onsite at the convention banquet booth NLT
3 PM, Friday. REPEAT: Due to a limit on this year’s banquet seating,
reservations will be complete at 3pm Friday
For more complete instructions, please see the Banquet Seating
ROE online. For any questions or concerns contact Keith Traster at:
(817) 614-2588 or email banquet@atalink.org.

At press time the 2012 Instruction and Rules of Engagement are still in flux due to internal planning,
so please check the Association Website, www.atalink.org, for the most current and up-to-date information.
Registration Form – Page 28. (On-Line Registration is Preferred).
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CENTERLINE

GOING TO WAR THROWS PEOPLE OFF CENTER
SO DOES COMING HOME

An Interview with CENTERLINE Author, Colonel Dave McIntyre, USA (Ret)
By Colonel Greg Cook, USAF (Ret), A/TQ Public Affairs
CENTERLINE is a spellbinding story about a C-130 mission and crew, an aeromedical evacuation team and the wounded warriors they are
returning home. Colonel McIntyre’s detailed and riveting account of the mission, coupled with the characters’ personal flashbacks and experiences, puts the reader at the heart of the action and provides us insights into the day-to-day challenges plus the physical and emotional wounds
suffered by so many. It accurately captures the professionalism, dedication to duty and technical competence of those serving, as well as the
personal sacrifices they make and the real-life dilemmas they face as a result of their service.
It is a “moving” story in many respects. It illustrates the capability of the defense transportation and medical systems in moving and caring
for our wounded warriors. It reveals the challenges for those moving from the intensity and structure of military service when transitioning
back to a civilian world. Readers will be moved to tears by the personal stories and emotional impact of broken bodies, broken hearts and shattered lives resulting from the horrors of war and its aftermath.
This is a story whose time has come and one that the air mobility community and A/TQ readers will relate to. Colonel McIntyre gets it right,
and even more so, gets US! CENTERLINE is a must-read and must-share book.

(Post Traumatic Stress Disorder). But I am convinced that everyone
participating in the long sacrifices of this long war could benefit from
Colonel McIntyre: CENTERLINE is an emotionally compelling and
talking through their issues and experiences with family and friends.
professionally accurate account of the realities faced by wounded
In the story, character Ranger Pike says, “Everybody who goes to war
warriors headed home for Christmas at the height of the surge in
gets shot. Some in the body. Some in the head. Some in the heart.” I
Iraq. In poignant detail and action packed flashbacks, it captures the
hope that this book stimulates many conversations on this topic.
fears, memories, and challenges they face
The intense physical, mental and emoas they return to an uncertain future. The
tional realities of military life really do
“…I discovered that I had to tell 4
book also provides a unique insight into
challenge people – even if those realities
other stories at the same time:
the struggles and sacrifices of the mediinvolve not combat but months of dealthe story of combat heroes and how ing with sick children and growing bills
cal teams who fight the injuries – physical, mental and emotional – to bring the
while awaiting the return of a deployed
they were wounded; the story of
wounded back. And, it is packaged within
spouse. Obviously dealing with the strain
medical heroes who nurse them back of a major disability is even tougher. And
a techno-thriller about the dangers and
hardships faced by the air crews transportChaplain Wordman’s comment about the
to health; the story of heroes and
ing them, and their families waiting at
disorientation that service members feel
teams of heroes who risk their lives
home.
when moving between various roles in
to transport others; and the story of their lives – one minute pilot, corporal, or
A/TQ: What were your goals in writing
“the old man,” and the next being a daddy,
heroic spouses and children who
this book?
husband or son – is real. Returning to “the
keep the family functioning while
centerline” after a demanding experience is
Colonel McIntyre: The goals of this book
service members are away for a long, hard. The outcome is uncertain.
are twofold:
I will leave the discussion of medical
long war. You can’t really tell any
• To highlight aspects of heroism and
and veterans’ programs to experts. But
one of these in full without
sacrifice that people don’t usually think
the least we can do is thank our heroes for
about or credit when they consider the few
their service, and show our support in tantelling the others…”
who have chosen to serve the many in our
gible ways, like valuing their maturity and
–Colonel Dave McIntyre, author
society.
judgment in the work place.
• To encourage those who have paid a
price with their service—whether it is a military child or an ampuA/TQ: The novel has various narrators and functions in a series
tee—to face their experience openly with the goal of moving on.
of episodic scenes. How does your writing style contribute to
Without giving too much away, the story is not over for those
this effect?
characters who manage to return home for Christmas. In fact, home
is just the starting point. The war goes on. The stress of military
Colonel McIntyre: I have been writing or teaching strategy (cause
family life goes on. The need to find balance between all-consuming
and effect over time) for 25 years. Every time my students are satisprofessional duty, and duty to family and self goes on. The challenge
fied with a solution, I make them change their perspective – which
of living every day with the ghosts of the past continues. The heroes
makes them see cause and effect, right and wrong, effective and inefof CENTERLINE will have to be heroes every day of their lives from
fective, in an entirely different way. I tried to do the same thing with
here on out, just to get by. This is a pretty important theme, and
fiction in CENTERLINE.
demands a whole new direction for character development.
In telling the story of heroism demonstrated by wounded trying
As the character Dr. Dan says at one point, “. . . you never get over
to come home to normalcy despite grievous injuries, I discovered
it. But you can get past it.” I am not personally convinced that every
that I had to tell 4 other stories at the same time: the story of combat
person who goes to the war zone comes back with debilitating PTSD
heroes and how they were wounded; the story of medical heroes
A/TQ: Please briefly describe your book CENTERLINE.
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who nurse them back to health; the story of heroes and teams of
heroes who risk their lives to transport others; and the story of heroic
spouses and children who keep the family functioning while service
members are away for a long, long war. You can’t really tell any one
of these in full without telling the others to provide context.
I chose to use a series of representative characters on a trip full
of trials and challenges. And I do so as flashbacks – first you see
the character thinking and acting in a trying situation – then you see the experiences
that cause them to think and act this way.
It reverses cause and effect – you get the effect first, then the cause, as a series of little
mystery stories inside the action novel.
And periodically the novel breaks into a nononsense technical explanation of the little
details about combat or flying or medicine
or military home life that make it real and
give it credibility. I hope these segments
come as a surprise to the reader too.
My goal was to put it all together in a way
that leaves the reader feeling that he or she
is rushing toward a very uncertain destiny
with the aircraft and the characters. Life
is flying by. No stopping. No pausing. No
turning around. In one sense they are helpless because the situations that confront
them depend on decisions already made.
On the other hand, they control their own
destiny because their future depends on the
decisions they make now. Life is tough. The
heroes are the ones who persevere.
A/TQ: What literary themes and influences inspired the novel?

Colonel McIntyre: Although my tactical experience is with Army reconnaissance units, I did have a lot of exposure to the Air Force and
the C-130 aircraft while on active duty. I have 850 parachute jumps,
and spent 12 years in joint, multi-service assignments.
But my decision to write this book about these Air Force missions
was based on discussions with my son (a former C-130 pilot) and
other pilots who actually flew the missions described in this book.
Once I began writing, I researched many
additional hours of technical details concerning the missions, the aircraft, crew duties, medical duties, and how to respond in
an emergency. We even took out aviation
charts and looked up the runway headings,
approach vectors, flight times, fuel loads,
and information on aircraft parking.
Later I did additional hours of interviews
with Army and Air Force nurses about everything from combat medical care, to inflight procedures, to what happens when
patients leave the military service. And during visits to Walter Reed military hospital, I
found the stories of wounded and their trip
back to normalcy very inspiring. The more
research I did, the more convinced I became
that someone had to write the story of all
these heroic actions, day to day, behind the
front lines.
A/TQ: The flight training and emergency
scenes are vivid and thorough. Are they
based on your experiences in flying aircraft? How accurate are those action
scenes?

Centerline is the story of a C-130 flight crew and Colonel McIntyre: Flying, medical and
Colonel McIntyre: Surprisingly, the ranks medical team flying wounded warriors back to ground combat reviewers have all received
of literary works focused on military their hometowns on Christmas Eve. It is also the the book well. This is not because of my
homecomings are thin. CENTERLINE’s story of the sacrifices made by America’s armed personal expertise, but because I am a good
tag line focuses on this subject: ‘Going to forces since 9/11, and those made by the families listener.
war throws some people off center. So does who support them.
For six years I was a full time speechwritcoming home.”
er for four-star military officers, and for 4
In contrast, the literary themes of balance and resilience are very
years I was a radio host where I did approximately 900 interviews
common. This central issue is clarified by the wounded aspiring auon the many facets of homeland security. I learned how to disasthor and book character, Tom Milton when he asks: “How do people
semble complex issues into parts that could be described, and then
come back from something bad in their lives? How do they get back
reassembled them into a whole that told a complete story, accurately,
on center, back to normal?” The key metaphor for this concept in
with energy and momentum.
That’s what I did for the combat, medical, and flying parts of this
this book is not literary but physical: the centerline of the runway,
taxiway, and street where the pilot and his family live. As it turns
book. Yes I had some background of my own which helped me craft
out, the hardest trip in the book is not getting home for Christmas,
the questions. But more importantly, I asked experts to walk me
through the scenes I knew I would be writing, and talk me through
but getting back on the centerline for the rest of their lives.
Literary influences on my thinking about war novels include Steexactly what I would see if I were there. Who would be present?
phen Crane’s The Red Badge of Courage, and Ellen Glasgow’s The
Where would they stand? What would be they be holding? What
Battle Ground, novels of the American Civil War written in the
would they touch? What would they do in what order? Who would
19th century. Today’s war novels are full of “mud, blood and beer,”
they talk to? What if they got all the procedures right? What would
as Johnny Cash might have put it. Crane and Glasgow wrote their
they be worried about? What might go wrong and what would that
look like? What difference would it make?
books simply by listening to soldiers talk about their experiences on
the most personal level. Their focus was not on explosions, ballistics, or historical precision, but rather on what Ernest Hemmingway
A/TQ: The book contains an ensemble cast of complex characters
referred to as “the human heart at war.” I have tried to follow their
who we meet in real time and in flashback. What can you tell us
lead. My hope is that CENTERLINE will become a classic story of
about them?
military service, leadership and homecoming, as relevant fifty years
from now as it is today.
Colonel McIntyre: It wasn’t my intent that we see main characters
and supporting characters in the traditional sense. In this book, all
A/TQ: You are a retired Army colonel—a ground guy, not a pilot.
the people are supposed to be real – complete – complex. Every solHow did you decide to write specifically about wounded troops and
dier and airman is important. Every wife and child has hopes, fears,
air missions to transport them home?
and a life worth living. The medic who races through a minefield in
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the dark to try to save Major Pike only appears in the book for about
a paragraph. His death is a tragedy. I want readers to feel that and
understand it.
I guess I should comment on the fact that this war novel has several strong female characters. That’s not political correctness. That’s
reality in the military community. I think that women in that community have what is left of the pioneer spirit in this country. They
can still be feminine – mothers, wives and lovers. But this is no place
for weaklings. You better be able to pull your own weight. These
characters do.
A/TQ: Where did the idea for Joy Middleton’s character come from,
and what role does she play?
Colonel McIntyre: Well first of all, I’ve lived with that woman for
38 years. My wife Cathy managed the household and the children
while we lived in 13 different homes during our first 23 years of marriage and military service. Those numbers of days away from home
listed in Chapter 1 – averaging more than 240 days a year – came
from our first three years of marriage, back when I was patrolling the
Iron Curtain in West Germany.
Now that I’m retired, the next generation in my family has stepped
up to the challenge of national service. I have a daughter- in-law who
is the wife of an Air Force pilot, a niece who is the wife of an Army
pilot, a niece who is the wife of a Navy pilot, and a daughter-in-law
who formerly served as an Air Force captain. For more than 10 years
of war, I have watched these young wives and mothers struggle with
the challenge of managing a home and caring for children with a
husband who was constantly deployed either training or fighting.
Joy Middleton is a good person. She’s a good wife, a good mother,
a good citizen. But she’s tired of taking care of broken cars, leaking
washing machines, and sick children by herself. Soldiers have a saying: “If Mamma ain’t happy, ain’t nobody happy.” Joy Middleton
is not happy and for reasons that are not at all selfish. Capt Mike
Middleton should listen to her. And so should we.
A/TQ: What message do you hope resonates with readers? What do
you hope they feel when they finish the novel?
Colonel McIntyre: CENTERLINE is about heroes – those wounded in
the fight, those who bring them back, and those who keep the home
fires burning. I hope readers will be captured by the drama of this
story—of heroes bringing heroes home. When they finish the novel,
I hope readers will better understand and remember the full price
service members and families pay, even when the rest of the nation
is not at war. And I hope that readers who have made that sacrifice,
and who need to talk about what they have seen and done and felt
- over there and over here – will feel this book speaks for them. Finally, I hope that this book will be used in history and literature classes
to promote the study of our military, and to help the next generation
understand its contribution to our free society.
About the Author
Dave McIntyre graduated from West Point and spent thirty years
in the United States Army, retiring as a Colonel. His time was divided
between duty with airborne and armored reconnaissance units, and
writing and teaching strategy at the national level. He also taught
English at West Point. He retired as the Dean of Faculty and Academics at the National War College. For two years after 9/11 he was
deputy director of a national think tank on homeland security, and
for four years director of a graduate program in homeland security
at Texas A&M. He has also taught national and homeland security at
George Washington University, the University of Texas, the National
Graduate School, and Colorado Technical University.
He is presently a Distinguished Visiting Fellow at the Homeland
Security Studies and Analysis Institute, and at the Bipartisan WMD
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Terrorism Research Center, both in Washington, DC. Dr. McIntyre
has: a BS in Engineering from the United States Military Academy;
an MA in English and American Literature from Auburn University;
a PhD in Political Science from the University of Maryland.
What Others Are Saying About the Book
“Centerline is a great novel…a thrilling, high-action page-turner
that also captures the story of what many Americans fail to appreciate—the post 9/11 sacrifices of our armed forces and the families
who support them. The tactical flight operations and ground combat scenes are real—not Hollywood, and the stories of wounded
warriors and the military medical teams that care for them are
unforgettable.”
–General Bill Begert, USAF (Ret)
		 Former Commander, Pacific Air Forces
“Centerline captures the passion, dedication, heartbreak and triumph of combat medicine and aeromedical evacuation in a way no
reader can forget. Not every hero is at the front. Not every act of
valor takes place under fire. This is an important story. I am glad to
see it told right.”
–Lieutenant General (Dr.) Paul K. Carlton Jr., USAF (Ret)
		 Former Surgeon General of the Air Force
“I was a combat medic on the front end of the global military medical
system that McIntyre describes—until an RPG made me a critical care
patient. As someone who has experienced an arduous medical journey
through this system—from serving in Afghanistan to treatment at Walter Reed (40 operations), and finally, back home to Mississippi, I learned
a great deal of all the processes unseen to me as a casualty.”
–C. J. (Doc) Stewart
		 Former Medic in 101st Airborne Division
		 Wounded in Afghanistan, June 15, 2010
“As a military spouse and new mom, with a pilot husband on his
second tour to a combat zone, I understand the hardships and sacrifices that go along with the constant cycle of separation our families
endure. Gone to war—gone to training—gone to war. I am thankful
somebody finally told this part of our story.”
–Kelli Fargason, Illesheim, Germany
“The flying scenes in Centerline are detailed, realistic and thrilling.
You smell the jet fuel and sweaty flight suits. You feel the enormous
strain we’ve placed on our crews and airframes during the past decade.  Brilliantly written…unforgettable.”
–Robert F. Dorr
		 Author of 70 books on military aviation including
		Mission to Berlin & Mission to Tokyo
“I read Centerline one night on an airliner flying through stormy
weather. I got so engrossed in the story and narrative that when we
touched down at each stop, my mind and body were in the seat of
a C-130. I honestly thought we’d touched down, in a Herc, at that
“air base outside Baghdad”... with all the adrenalin and reactions
that might’ve entailed. It was that real!”
–General Charles T. (Tony) Robertson, USAF (Ret)
		 Former Commander USTRANSCOM and AMC
“Centerline captures not only the intensity of aeromedical evacuation
but accurately depicts the tremendous advances made in keeping our
wounded warriors alive. It is a fitting tribute to the dedication and
expertise of the medical teams and the bravery and sacrifice of our
wounded warriors. It is an inspirational story for all.”
–Colonel (Dr.) Robert P. Kadlec, USAF (Ret)
		 Former Special Forces Flight Surgeon
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INDUSTRY PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
In this edition the Industry Partner Spotlight shines on AAR Corp., one of A/TA’s
very first Industry Partners (called Corporate Members back in the early days of the
then named Airlift Association). According
to Bob Ellington, then Airlift Association
Chairman, it was at the suggestion of AAR
(and McDonnell-Douglas) that the Association’s annual reunions feature aerospace
industry exhibits. The Association’s Corporate Member/Industry Partner progam grew
from that suggestion.
Today, AAR is a leading provider of products and services to the aerospace, government and defense industries. The company
was incorporated in 1955 and today has revenues of approximately $2 billion with more
than 6,200 employees in 17 countries.
AAR’s diverse and balanced portfolio of
products and services made up of a nearly
even split between its commercial aviation
and government/defense business. This balanced approach contributes to AAR’s financial strength and ability to serve customers
today, tomorrow and into the future.
AAR combines a close-to-the-customer
business model with a broad range of capabilities to help customers operate more
efficiently, lower costs and maintain high
levels of quality, safety and service. AAR is
a dedicated partner with an enduring commitment to innovation, execution, continuous improvement and customer value.
AAR is headquartered in Wood Dale,
Illinois, a suburb near Chicago O’Hare
International Airport.
Commercial Aviation
AAR serves passenger airlines, cargo carriers, tier two suppliers and aircraft and
engine original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) with diverse maintenance, repair
and overhaul (MRO), engineering, logistics and precision fabrication capabilities.
AAR provides both stand-alone services and
customized, integrated solutions offered
though unique combinations of our diverse
products and services.
AAR products are built to meet customers’ exacting specifications and offer lasting
performance. AAR services are performed by
highly experienced, customer-focused engineers and technicians that leverage worldclass training, techniques and technologies.
AAR is the second largest independent provider of MRO services in North America.
AAR Solutions for Government and Defense
AAR provides specialized products and
services to support national defense, homeland security and humanitarian aid operations. Their field-proven products move
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troops and equipment into theaters of operations, sustain in-theater activity and
provide real-time communications and situational awareness. AAR’s logistics and MRO
services keep advanced aircraft platforms
and ground equipment mission ready and
operating at peak efficiency.
AAR also designs and fabricates a wide
range of machined and composite structures for aerospace and defense applications.
Over 18 percent of AAR employees are former military personnel who have a strong
connection and a thorough understanding
of the real, day-to-day challenges faced by
government and defense customers. AAR
is committed to the very best in public/private partnerships and was recently ranked
among the Top 100 defense contractors in
the world by DefenseNews.
Government/Defense Products
AAR designs and manufactures rapidly
deployable mobile shelters – both expandable and hardened, internal airlift/helicopter
slingable ISU® containers and the military
standard 463L air mobility pallets. Defense
forces around the world rely on AAR’s mobility products to move troops, tools and equipment where they are needed and support
their deployment until they return home.
AAR engineers and manufactures sophisticated communications systems including
Battle Management Command and Control (BMC2) systems that merge data from
multiple sources into actionable, warfighterfriendly information and can be integrated
into vehicles, shelters or hard-fixed facilities.
AAR’s Contingency Response Communication Systems (CRCS) serves as a critical communication link during natural
disasters and humanitarian aid operations
by bridging the gap between the dissimilar systems of first responders, government
agencies, local municipalities and National
Guard units.
AAR’s cargo systems are the backbone of
some of the world’s most advanced military
cargo aircraft including the A400M and the
C-27J as well as established platforms such
as the C-130 and CH-47 Chinook helicopter.
Government/Defense Services
AAR’s logistics and supply chain management solutions support programs ranging
from parts management for the U.S. Army vehicle reset programs to complete supply chain
management for the U.S. Air Force’ fleets of
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JSTARS and KC-10 aircraft and the U.K. Ministry of Defence’s fleet of E-3D Sentry AWACS
aircraft. AAR currently manages over $1 billion in assets for the U.S. government.
AAR provides a full range of aircraft MRO
and highly specialized modifications and engineering services to OEMs and fleet operators
– for both fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft.
AAR’s innovative engineering and specialized manufacturing capabilities include
precision machining and fabrication of specialized metallic and composite aerostructures. AAR manufactures components for a
wide variety of government and defense programs ranging from the Space Shuttle and
the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter to Tomahawk
Cruise Missiles and air defense systems.
With AAR’s airlift services and aircraft
modifications services, the newest additions
to their government and defense services
portfolio, AAR can speed people, cargo and
supplies wherever they need to be around the
world and offer a unique alternative to traditional aerospace and defense service providers, responding in just days, not months,
with a proven track record of supporting intheater activity around the world.
Supporting America’s Warfighters
On 11 June of this year, AAR announced
that the United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) had exercised a renewal option for AAR to continue providing
airlift support in Afghanistan through 31
May 2013. The option has a value in excess
of $100 million and is part of a task order
awarded to AAR in June 2010.
The Company’s AAR Airlift operating unit
will continue to support the requirement using 15 fixed-wing aircraft from its fleet. AAR
provides both fixed-wing and rotary-wing
aircraft, related personnel, equipment and
maintenance to transport personnel, cargo
and mail for U.S. Department of Defense
and NATO operations in Afghanistan.
“We are proud of our role as the largest
independent provider of airlift for the U.S.
Government and its allies in Afghanistan
and to serve as an integral part of our nation’s transportation and logistics capability,” said Randy J. Martinez, President of
AAR Airlift and Group Vice President, with
AAR CORP. “This renewal acknowledges the
dedication and work of our pilots and support teams and the confidence that they
have earned from USTRANSCOM and the
Department of Defense.”
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AAR Corp
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Altus Military Affairs Committee
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Atlas Air Worldwide
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Boeing Company, The
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Bombardier
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Louis Berger Services (Aircraft Services Division)

Bose Corporation

Million Air

CAE

National Air Cargo

Capewell
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Cessna Aircraft Company
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Omega Aerial Refueling Services, Inc.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Just returned from a site visit in Anaheim, California, and required
preparations with the Anaheim Convention Center and hotels are
well under way for the annual convention. There has been a subtle
change to the name of our event this year, but for the most part
this will be transparent to you exhibitors. The 44th Annual A/TA
Convention will be held for the most part on Wednesday (October
31) and Thursday (November 1) and will be focused on convention
specific activities (not requiring attendance by the military participants). The symposium and exposition will now be called: The 2012
A/TA & AMC Symposium and Technology Exposition (jointly sponsored by AMC and A/TA) and will take place Thursday through Sunday (November 1-4, 2012).
Current Department of Defense policy requires approval by the
Deputy Secretary of Defense prior to holding the symposium. AMC
and HQ Air Force have submitted a package to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and are awaiting their approval. AMC has
provided guidance to continue planning for this event, but no funds
can be expended until OSD approval is granted. This has introduced
a level of uncertainty for our planning, but we are cautiously optimistic (actually, reasonably confident) that the symposium/exposition will be approved. Eleven previously held stand-alone conferences are also being added for Thursday (November 1) and will take
advantage of the professional development opportunities provided
by the symposium and exposition. This will likely require that we
open the exposition early (1400) to accommodate these new requirements. I will be sending out official notification of the new exposition hours to assist you with your travel planning.
Some of our exhibitors have received emails and phone calls from
a company in New York who refers to themselves as an “Expedia”
for convention rooms. They are offering rooms in the Anaheim Marriott during the times of our event and offer rooms at a reduced rate.
However, there is a significant problem with their room offer - they
do not have access to rooms in the Marriott during our event. All
available rooms in the Anaheim Marriott are under contract to A/TA
and therefore are not available to a third party company. We have
reserved these rooms for you exhibitors so you can be nearest to the
exposition - these rooms are managed directly by A/TA. This third
party company has no standing with the Marriott Corporation or
A/TA and we will not honor or match their offer. If you choose to
engage the third party company, you do so at your own risk. We
recommend that you do not provide credit card information to these
companies – stick to our established Room Rule of Engagement for
your protection (Final Room ROEs are posted on our website at:
www.atalink.org). If you have any questions contact me directly or
Miles Wiley at: atarooms@cox.net.
The major construction project occupying the areas between the
Marriott and Hilton (and in front of the Anaheim Convention Center) will not be completed prior to our arrival. This will likely cause
a few inconveniences for us during set-up and take-down, but it all
looks to be manageable. We will be providing you any last minute
instructions and advisories as the event gets nearer by direct communications by me or Paramount Convention Services. As we have
always done so in the past, we will accept the challenges and we will
overcome the obstacles to put on another world-class event. I am
looking forward to seeing all of you in Anaheim.
Bob Dawson
Industry Vice President

GE Aviation
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NEWS & VIEWS

Air Force Launches First Special Tactics Wing
by Rachel Arroyo, Air Force Special Operations Command Public Affairs
U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command stood up the 24th Special Operations
Wing in a ceremony at Hurlburt Field, Florida,
12 June to meet the growing demand for the
unique capabilities special tactics Air Commandos provide.
AFSOC commander Lt. Gen. Eric Fiel said
creation of this new brand of wing better prepares the special tactics community to meet
the swiftly evolving requirements of a global
special operations forces partnership.
“While the pace of global special operations
has been demanding throughout this past decade, we cannot expect to slow down over the
next,” he said.
It is this pace that makes the activation of
the 24 SOW so monumental.
In assuming command of the 24 SOW, Col.
Robert Armfield recognized the magnitude of
what is being asked of his Airmen and what
they are accomplishing under a highly demanding operational tempo.
Since September 11, special tactics Airmen
have been awarded five Air Force Crosses, 29
Silver Stars, 217 Bronze Stars with Valor and 96
Purple Hearts.
The special tactics career field is among the
most decorated career field in the Air Force,
Fiel said. But more notable is the fact that almost every month, one special tactics Airmen
is critically wounded or killed.
We’ve got to be able to look the fathers and
the mothers, the wives and the husbands, and
the kids straight in the eye and tell them we
have done everything possible to make them
successful in battle and bring them back,”
Armfield said. “That’s what this new wing is
all about.”

The 24 SOW will be successful, he added.
“Our challenge now is to take this investment that you’ve made in resources and turn
it into combat capability for the AFSOC portfolio, and we’re going to do it,” Armfield said.
The mission of the 24 SOW is to provide
special tactics forces for rapid global employment to enable airpower success.
“Establishment of the 24th Special Operations Wing allows a single commander to lead
the recruiting, training and development of
our special tactics warriors and ultimately provide combatant commanders with world-class
Airmen to accomplish their mission,” Fiel said.
By creating the 24 SOW, not only is a single
special tactics commander enabled to lead,
but pressure is alleviated by removing the
responsibility of logistical planning from the
groups so they can concentrate on the operational mission.
Capabilities of the Wing include airfield reconnaissance, assessment and control. Special
tactics Airmen also engage in joint terminal
attack control, personnel recovery, weather
and environmental reconnaissance.
The 24 SOW, activated 1 June, will comprise the 720th Special Tactics Group and the
Special Tactics Training Squadron based at
Hurlburt Field, FL. The 724th Special Tactics
Group, Pope Field, NC and 16 recruiting locations will also fall under the wing.
The 24 SOW will be the third wing under
AFSOC alongside the 1st Special Operations
Wing located here and the 27 Special Operations Wing at Cannon Air Force Base, NM.
With Armfield’s promotion to commander
of the 24 SOW, Col. Kurt Buller assumed
command of the 720 STG.

Air Force members from the 720th Special Tactics Group stand at parade rest during a
change of command ceremony at Freedom Hangar on Hurlburt Field, Florida, 12 June 2012.
(U.S. Air Force photo/Airman 1st Class Christopher Williams)
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U.S., British Service Members
Honor French Village For D-Day
Support
by Staff Sgt. Stephen J. Collier
302nd Airlift Wing Public Affairs
Air Force reservists and other U.S. and
allied military members paid their respects
to the people of Picauville, a small French
village on 1 June as part of a number of ceremonies recognizing the 68th anniversary
of the Normandy D-Day invasion.
Airmen from the Air Force Reserve Command’s 302nd, 910th and 440th Airlift
Wings, led by Maj. Gen. Wallace Farris Jr.,
as well as members of the Army’s 173rd
Airborne Brigade Combat Team and British
paratroopers, marched through the village
where they laid a wreath in remembrance
of those Airmen and Soldiers who paid the
ultimate price in liberating Europe.
Later, service members joined together
with local residents in the village’s sports
complex to break bread as well as share stories and even crack a few jokes.
“We are dedicated to remembering the sacrifices of the Airmen and U.S. Army Soldiers
who liberated us,” said Eric Labourdette, the
communication manager for Picauville Remembers, a group that volunteers to maintain the heritage and remembrance of the
community’s D-Day ties, specifically their
assistance to allied service members whose
aircraft crashed in the area. “We help ensure
the Troop Carrier Monument here in Picauville stands as a remembrance to those U.S.
military who gave their lives for France.”
After music, food and even a little wine,
Farris and other Air Force reservists presented Picauville Mayor Philippe Christine with
a custom “shadow box” – a collection of Air
Force mementos unique to each of the wings
represented. Christine said it’s important to
continue hosting events like this “because
the story is important.”
“The fact that men died here for our liberty...it’s the most important thing for us to keep
the memory (alive) and to say to our children
what are the facts with history and what importance the landing of (the) U.S. Army (had)
to give us our liberty,” the mayor said.
The mayor highlighted the unique relationship the U.S. shares with France, going back to the American Revolution and
France’s commitment to the new nation. He
said the U.S.’ liberation of France only cemented the nations unique ties.
Earlier in the day, active duty Airmen
from Ramstein Air Base, Germany, took part
in a remembrance ceremony in Picauville’s
town square. The gathering brought out
more than 200 local residents, World War
II re-enactors and children from a nearby
school who lit one candle each for those
men who gave their lives for freedom after
being brought down in the Picauville area.

Little Rock AFB Members Say Goodbye
to (First and) Last C-130E
by Staff Sgt. Jacob Barreiro, 19th Airlift Wing Public Affairs
Airmen gathered for a ceremony at Little Rock AFB, on 1
May to say goodbye to the first C-130E Hercules ever produced and the last one to be retired.
Tail No. 61-2358 will retire to Edwards AFB where it will
be used as a static display after more than 50 years of service. Leaders and Airmen from three different wings and
civic leaders from the local community were in attendance
to honor the plane prior to its final flight.
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“This plane represents a milestone in the history of the
C-130 and the history of the Air Force,” said Col. Brian Robinson, the 19th Airlift Wing commander. “This is the most
capable, tough as nails aircraft, and it’s been to every remote
corner of the planet, including Antarctica.”
Robinson said the aircraft had a distinguished career that fittingly began at Little Rock AFB. The aircraft flew its first operational mission 24 September 1957, by the mandate of President
Dwight Eisenhower, to airlift 1,200 paratroopers to enforce the
desegregation of Little Rock Central High School. The mission
was carried out successfully, the first of thousands upon thousands 2358 would be used for in its five-decade long career. “She
never rested; she did her mission to the end,” Robinson said.
Fred Ross, the vice president of C-130 programs at Lockheed Martin, said the aircraft had a distinguished career,
from its first flight to its twilight run to retirement.
“C-130s always carry the load,” he said.
Ross said the plane’s five decades in the sky is a rare sight,
and that no other aircraft has been in continuous production
for 57 years like the C-130.
Tail No. 2358 is the last of the C-130E models to be retired
from the active duty fleet and is slated to be replaced by the
newer J models. The J models are a huge leap in technology,
Ross said, but will still be a Hercules in the C-130 tradition, a
tradition exemplified by 2358.
“I’m proud of 2358 ... it’s been involved in humanitarian
airlifts all over the world and contributed numerous air drops
in the lands of Afghanistan and Iraq. Most of all I’m proud it
was built for (the Air Force) and served (the Air Force) well for
more than 50 years.”
Robinson said the retirement of 2358 was a great occasion
to celebrate the history of combat airlift and to recognize the
efforts of the local community.
“Today we not only recognize those who fly and maintain
our aircraft, but also the local community and their leaders,”
he said. “Without your support these planes would not fly.”

ZIP+4

✃

C-130E Hercules 61-2358 takes off from the flightline for the
last time 1 May 2012, at Little Rock Air Force Base, Arkansas.
61-2358 will be used as a static display at Edwards AFB, Calif.
(U.S. Air Force photo/Tech. Sgt. Chad Chisholm)
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Galaxy Rising: C-5’s Future to ‘Surge’ to New Heights
by Air Mobility Command Public Affairs
Air Mobility Command has a goal – to have a minimum of 30 C-5
Though traditionally impressive in size and cargo capacity, the
Galaxy aircraft tasked and flying missions every day. That would be
C-5 has also been marred by a history of maintenance issues and
a “surge” of new daily operations for the airframe, the crews who fly
low mission effectiveness rates. As that has been the case, mobility
them and the maintainers who keep them ready.
Airmen are “changing the paradigm.”
The current average of C-5s tasked “in the system” is 18, and that
The change starts with the C-5M, officials say. The newest of the
includes all variants from the C-5A
C-5 fleet, the Super Galaxy has upto the C-5M Super Galaxy, accordgraded engines and capabilities.
ing to the 618th Air Operations
Currently there are six C-5Ms in
Center (Tanker Airlift Control Centhe fleet and all are at Dover AFB,
ter) at Scott AFB, Illinois. In OctoDel., with the 9th Airlift Squadron.
ber, that ability to surge C-5s for
Based on a study showing 80 perdaily mission ability was tested and
cent of the C-5 airframe service life
successful. From 17 to 21 October
remaining, AMC began an aggres2011, Air Forces Transportation,
sive program to modernize the C-5
or AFTRANS – the air component
in 1998, the C-5 fact sheet states.
to U.S. Transportation Command,
The C-5 Avionics Modernization
successfully surged 43 active duty,
Program included upgrading the
Air National Guard and Air Force
avionics to improve communicaReserve C-5 aircraft.
tions, navigation and surveillance/
“Current and future air mobility
air traffic management compliance.
operations involve a high degree of
The upgrade also added new safety
adaptability and flexibility,” said
equipment and installed a new auA C-5 Galaxy takes off carrying cargo bound for an overseas locaLt. Gen. Mark Ramsay, commander
topilot system.
tion Oct. 14, 2011, at Dover Air Force Base, Del. Seven C-5s took
of the 18th Air Force at Scott AFB
“Another part of the C-5 modoff between Oct. 14 and Oct. 20, 2011, as part of a United States
about the surge. Eighteenth Air
ernization plan is a comprehensive
Transportation Command-wide 41-plane C-5 surge. (U.S. Air Force
Force is responsible for directing
Reliability Enhancement and Rephoto/Adrian Rowan)
engining Program,” according to
AFTRANS’ day-to-day operations.
“Operations like the surge help us maintain, and in some cases
the fact sheet. “The centerpiece of this program is the General Elecenhance, the adaptability and flexibility of the global mobility entric CF6-80C2 (F-138) commercial engine. This engine delivers a 22
terprise,” Ramsay said. “Ultimately though it is our outstanding total
percent increase in thrust, a 30 percent shorter take-off roll, has a 58
force team of active duty and air reserve component Airmen and
percent faster climb rate and will allow significantly more cargo to
civilians who consistently delivery mission success.”
be carried over longer distances.
Lockheed-Georgia Co. delivered the first operational Galaxy to
With its new engine and upgrades, the C-5 becomes the C-5M
the 437th Airlift Wing at CharlesSuper Galaxy. The modernization
ton Air Force Base, now known
program “enhances aircraft relias Joint Base Charleston, S.C., in
ability and maintainability, mainJune l970, history shows. Over
tains structural and system integits more than 40 years of history,
rity, reduces cost of ownership and
the C-5 has been a part of operaincreases operational capability.”
tions from the Vietnam War to
Maj. David Boytim, assistant diOperation Enduring Freedom in
rector of operations with the 9th
Afghanistan. It’s carried prisoners
AS at Dover, said the C-5M is going
of war home from Vietnam and
to be the game-changer.
“I think [the C-5M] symbolhas moved entire Army units and
their equipment to Afghanistan
izes strength – the strength of our
through USTRANSCOM “multimilitary, and the strength of our
Air Force,” Boytim said March 13
modal” operations.
Currently there are more than
when the 9th AS became the Air
100 C-5s in the Air Force inventoForce’s first all-C-5M squadron. “It
Airman 1st Class Aren Stinebuck, a crew chief with the 436th Aircraft
ry and they include C-5As, C-5Bs,
symbolizes the steps our leaderMaintenance Squadron, marshals C-5B 86-0020 out of it’s parking
the specialized C-5Cs that carry
ship is taking to take care of the
spot for a four-day mission March 8, 2012, at Dover Air Force Base,
a NASA space container, and the
national treasure that we’ve been
Del. This was the last active-duty C-5B mission flown at Dover AFB.
completely re-engined and modigiven to work with. The airplane
The 9th Airlift Squadron will now exclusively use the C-5M Super
fied C-5Ms.
is more capable, more fuel efficient
Galaxy for local training, state-side and overseas missions. (U.S. Air
With a wingspan of nearly 223
and a cost saver. It is a better tool
Force photo/Roland Balik)
for us to move humanitarian relief,
feet, a length of 247 feet and a
and to move assets to our warfighters overseas faster and more effecheight of over 65 feet, the C-5 is easily the Air Force’s largest aircraft
tively. With this airplane, we are able to usher in a new culture that
in the inventory. Its cargo capacity is also “impressive.”
“If you’ve ever seen a Mack truck [18-wheeler], you can fit that
the C-5 community hasn’t seen before.”
whole thing inside a C-5,” said Staff Sgt. Tramainn McKee, a C-5
(Note: Master Sgt. Scott Sturkol, AMC Public Affairs; 18th Air Force
loadmaster from the 9th Airlift Squadron of the 436th Airlift Wing
Public Affairs, 618th AOC (TACC) Public Affairs, and 436th Airlift
at Dover AFB, Del.
Wing Public Affairs contributed to this article.)
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REGISTRATION FORM

2012 A/TA Convention & Symposium • Anaheim, CA • 1-4 November
Online Credit Card Registration (Secure) Preferred – www.atalink.org
Invited Speakers are encouraged to register online.
Please Read & Follow Detailed Instructions:
Pages 14-18; On-line at www.atalink.org
Registration & Cancellation Policy:

a.) NO REFUNDS without a cancellation confirmation number, obtained after
personal cancellation only with Bud or Pam Traynor, before 1800 PST Nov. 1,
at (703) 385-2802. Room cancellations must be done separately. Please no intermediaries.
Email OK but risky. Requests without a cancellation number will not be honored. See cancellation fees below (bottom right).
b.) Call or Email changes; DO NOT RESUBMIT FORM or send multiple copies. When in doubt, contact Bud or Pam Traynor: (703) 385-2802 or ata@atalink.org
c.) To have name only (no other contact info) appear in the post-convention roster, contact Bud or Pam Traynor.
FIRST NAME:

MI:

LAST NAME:

NICKNAME:

NATIONALITY (If not US Citizen):

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY:
(Never listed nor given out - For data control only)

HOME ADDRESS:
ZIP
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DUTY PHONE:

REGISTRANT:

RANK ABBREVIATION:

ORG NAME/SYMBOL:

Also Show:

Organization

ST

ZIP

NAME

WORK E-MAIL:

Also Show:
Guest is my spouse.

FIRST NAME:

Check Box for:
SELF
GUEST

FULL REGISTRATION: (Includes everything except Hotel and Golf)
A/TA Membership 1yr/3yr/Life (Required for Member Rate for member and guest)
Early Registration (Must postmark/fax by 10 Oct)
Pre-Registration (11 Oct - 25 Oct 1700 EST– Onsite will be $440/520)
On Government-funded Orders Choosing No Banquet
Non-Government Non-Member Registration

Exhibiting Company:

2.

3.

Handicap(s)

LINE ITEM REGISTRATION:

$145

All below included in full registration above – Registrants
please don’t use. Guests & Invited Speakers Only
(Refreshments & Exhibits)

Check Box for:
SPEAKER
GUEST

Thursday Evening Reception
Friday Program (Seminars, Exhibits, Refreshments)
Friday Evening Reception (Refreshments & Exhibits) Speaker’s Topic:_____________________
Saturday Program (Seminars, Exhibits, Refreshments) ___________________________________
Saturday Evening Banquet
If you are supporting a speaker please indicate
Sunday Farewell Brunch
his/her rank/title & name:

$

Per Person Fee
SPEAKER/GUEST

$100
$100/$175
$100
$100/$175
$65
$50

___________________________________

A/TA REG. A/TQ 2012 | Rev. 8/2/2012

$
$
$
-$
$

Use Certificate #

4.

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE NOW:

TOTAL

Per Person Fee
Member/GovNonMem

$40/$110/$500
$330/$410
$380/460
-$65
$595

Exhibit Floor Access Req’d

GOLF (Includes Lunch):

Organization:

MULTIPLE GUESTS: Call/Email Bud Traynor for information concerning
registration and fees for multiple guests.

LAST NAME:

Register on-line at www.atalink.org;
or copy this form and mail, along with
check or credit card info to:

A/TA Chapter

GUEST:

CITY:

✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈

(Print or type names exactly as you
want them to appear on badge)

NAME

BASE/LOCATION:

WORK MAILING ADDRESS:

Requested
Foursome:

Life Member

$
$
$
$
$
$

$

Make Checks Payable to: The Airlift/Tanker Association

VISA • MASTERCARD • DISCOVER • AMEX

By transmitting this form, I certify I have read and understand the cancellation instructions and that if my National
membership is not current through Nov., an additional $40 will be assessed on this card to update my membership.
Col Dennis (Bud) Traynor, USAF (Ret) Registration Cancellation fee is $20 if by 10 Oct; $30 if by 25 Oct; $40 thereafter.
9312 Convento Terrace
Fairfax, VA 22031
Gov/Org Card #:
Exp:
CVV:
Amt:$
Credit card users may fax registration to:
(703) 385-2803 (no cover page please)
After 18 Oct mail or 25 Oct fax/web cutoff,
registrations accepted only at the convention
registration desk.
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Personal Card #:
CVV = Card Verification Value Code. Last 3 digits of number imprinted on back of card.

Signature (required):
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Exp:

CVV:

Amt:$
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